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This study sought to determine if there are any "cultural" or 
economic level patterns of behavior in responding to tasks involving 
categorizing pictures and recalling general knowledge. The Daberon 
School Headiness Device (1972), which contains subtests for general 
knowledge and categorization, was used to assess four groups of chil-
dren: 1) lower-SES ~bite, 2) lower-SES black, 3) middle-SES white, and 
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4) middle-SES black. This study involved thirty black and thirty white 
children between the ages of five years and five years, eleven months. 
All subjects were screened to determine race, age, auditory acuity, 
speech intelligibility, subject cooperation, and socioeconomic status 
(SES). Testing for intelligence was performed at the beginning of the 
testing situation. 
The study was designed to determine whether one ethnic or SES 
level group would correctly identify significantly more general knowl-
edge and/or categorization items on the Daberon than other ethnic and 
SES groups. Further, the study sought to determine if there were any 
significant patterns evident between ethnic and SES groups in the way 
they responded to general knowledge tasks. Finally, the study was con-
ducted to determine whether there was any statistically significant re-
la tiouship between scores earned by all subjects on the Slosson Intelli-
gence Test for Children and Adults (1963) and those scores earned by all 
subjects on the Daberon School Readiness Device (1972). 
Results of the study indicate white subjects answered significant-
ly more general knowledge tasks than black subjects. Significant dif-
ferences also were noted in patterns of responses to general knowledge 
tasks. White subjects responded significantly more often with general 
concept-type responses as opposed to specific concept responses than 
black subjects. No statistical significance was noted between ethnic 
and SES groups in responding to categorization tasks. Finally, statisti-
cal significance was present be-tween Slosson Intel 1 igence Test scores and 
those scores earned on the general knowledge and c::i.tegorization subtests 
of the Da.beron School Readiness Device. These results indicate a posi-
tive correlation between a child's ability to function in the area of 
general knowledge and categorization and his general intelligence. 
3 
It is postulated that factors which might influence Daberon 
general knowledge subtest scores and patterns of responses are: 1) the 
influence of linguistic systems within the child's home envirorunent and 
2) the subjec~'s ability to respond by utilizing abstract thinking 
rather than by relying heavily on implicit meaning. 
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ClL.\PTER l 
IN'I'IlODUCl' ION 
Langur<ge ,;on~ept developrnen-i: ls oar~ of the primary consider<nions 
in o~H' eiJucntional system today. Between inL:1nev and <ig:e fiv!~ or six 
yEars, tremendous language d"H.d opmeut occurs (BlbP;:, l967). By i::!Je end 
of the chiJd!s kimle:··g~1r+,211 year. his method of le:::trn::ng aboai.. his wtH..:_•t 
has relH:hP.tl an advanced and cornplicat;:~d .••tage nnrl he" w:i 11 have ex-tended 
his int:n·f:st:.:.. ond knowledge ini.o practicaU.y all :realms of human experi-
CllCf-'. It is crucial, therefore, that every child should 1>e given ein 
eqnaJ opportunity t.o develop these language concept Rkills. 
The literature suggest8 that a child's ability t.o function in th<~ 
areas of general knowledge and i!utegcriza.tion correlates pos:it.ivi:l:· 1·:ith 
general intelligence. It is felt that general intelligence is r0flected 
in ~he range of an individual's information and his ability io discri~i-
nate within an~ between categories. Pnrt of a child's mnstery of Ian-
guage depends U)OD his being helped to establish a rich and skillfui use 
of languagro which wilJ. em ... ble him to d0aJ mo.re ;;ffie:iently \·r:i.thin thL; 
Bcciety's verlml communical.:ion systei;i. 
~fo.ny diay;nostie test.s are uvailnhle to ass{'S3 l.1n~J.age c2bilii.ir,s 
in chiltl:;:eu; the results of th~se tesb, dre genenllly used to design;; 
·Lrer1trn'rd. pro;!,;·c.rn for the individual. \l'elc.:her (1970) believed -that rio 
telleclual Pndrmment 1 but rather meusu.res ;.·}rn.tev~r intc~llectui:l.l e;npncit}' 
there may he in conjunet:ion with all -Lhe influences to which a child has 
bee!l subjected. It <~ppeared to Wekher that <libadvantaged chil<lre!1 are 
less often exposed to tht: kinds cf infcrmation fotm<l on intelligen::e 
tests and are th~u; less able t,o cope wi-::h theill, Therefore, test rcs1Jl ts 
ma:r not be a v&lid basis upo:1 '"hi ch to plan treatE1m1t strate~ics sinci~ 
not all testing insb·•Ullcn-ts may be appropriate for (~nch econor;1ic level 
or cultural group being evRluated. Many of t.he t~st3 are based on a 
bread, all-enc<Jmpassing norm level, and jt would appear necessary to 
establ i.sh norma.tive level of ahility on diagnostic instruments after 
taking into account th-? variables of economic level or cultural back-
ground. 
As Bernstein (1970) stated, often in an educational setting the 
J anguage of black children is misint,erpreted ai'! Hf:; irnply poor language. 11 
Hence, a definite n~ed exists for educattlrs to be more aware t!wt black 
languagP. does cont&in a vast potential of meaning. He turther stated 
that if the contexts of learning (i.e., th2 reading books a11rl teaching 
mat12rials) are r:ot presented in cont,exts "-hich net aB "trigger,.:;" for thr, 
child's imagery--''if these materiols arc not trigg~rs on hi~ curio~ity 
and explorations in his family and comnrnnity, 11 the chilcl will not be 
comfortnhle in the educational world. Bernstein concluded that it is 
co~1sidered an accepted educational principle that ~e should work with 
what "the child can offer and not regard him as totally uneducated. 
There needs t;:i be, as Horton (1970) con1nented: an at-tempt to equalj_ze 
opportunity for all citizens regardless of racihl or ethnic ba,~kground 
to ae:h:ieve an education. 
This resN1rcher found no major studies which compared the respo.1ses 
tc general lmowledi.;e c.nd cate~~orizatiou tusks •)f low<~r-socioec:nw1aic 
black, 1 ower-soc ioeconomic ·uh·i_ Le, middle-soc ioC'conoH1ic: black, und. 
middle-socioeconomic whi Le kindergarten-age chi ldrcn in m1 m'!rn.11 s<.d ting. 
A need exLst;; -Lo determine if a statc,_st:J.cal.ly sig;nifieant diff'<•renc·~ or 
patterning of responses is present within or between tbcsc four LlQjor 
socioeconomic gro11ps. It ftppears thnt this type of i!lf(•rmation could be 
applied to develop education programs for beginui11g kindergarten children. 
l<'or the p~irposes of this study, general knovletlge and categoriz11-
tion are defined as follows: 
1. General Knowledge: 'l'hat info1·mati0n which may be acquired by 
an indjvidual who experiences the 11usual" opportlmities in this society. 
2. pategorizatjon: The identificution of likenesses between 
objects, substances, faces, or ideas (Glasser and Zimmerman, 1967). 
Statement of the ProbJem 
1'he present study yas designed to determine if there <ire any ''c 1 :l-· 
tural" or economic level patterns of behavior in rPsponding to tasks 
involving categorizing pictures and recalliug ge:neral lmO\•ledgc. The 
DnbE-rc.u School Readiness Device (1972), which contains subtests for gen-
er<il kuowled~f! and categorization, was u:Sed to e,,:;sess four groups of 
children: 1) lower-socioeconomic white, 2) lower-socioeconomic black, 
:1) rnitld~e-socioecon.on:ic white, and l1) n1iddL~-3oc:itwconcm:ic blnck. The 
DaliP:E~ b:s not h<'en fon!ially test·~d ut i. l j zing v::trying so•;. iocconomic 
groups, anti it"'"'~ felt thut for corr:parntive purposes tlds type of study 
vouJd l•e val rn1blP.. Sig;aif i cant res pow:;(' pal:, terns ideutif:i.ed w:i. thin 
economic or bei.,wr,cn en! tural groups slwul<l lit- vaJw1.h1e to classroom 
t.eacl1•~rs who an· respons.i.lilE fvr planrliug et~ucat:ional progrnms for chil-
dren from varying socioeconomic status (SES) levels. 
The null !'lypotheses tested in this inYe~tigatio11 are; 
1. No statistically significant diffcrenc(' exisLs between the 
total number of general iuf,::irma.-Lion aml catPgory COfl_f.'Cpts corree;tly 
identified by: a) lower-socioecono:!dc "·hite, b) lo.,.;er--c>0cioeconomic 
black, c) middle-socioeconomic white. and d) middle-socioeconomic blbck 
subjec Ls. 
2. No statistically significant h1ter-gro11p i.'esponse pattern dif-
ferences exist in performiHg g•.:neral knowledge and ca;'.;e~orization ta;::ks 
on the Daberon. 
}. No statistically ::<ignificant relationshi:p exists between 
sctrces earned by all subjects on -the Slosson Intell:i,2;,:'nc~ Te;:;;t (F;Cj/ 
and those scores earnetl hy all subjects on the Daberon School 
CFLlJ?'l'EB. II 
REVIEW OF THE LITEHATlJRE 
For the purpose of this study, a review of the literature relative 
to cognitive language develepment in children will center aroCJnd fou1· 
major area.:;: 1) language and cognitio•1 development in children; 2) \~1_11-
tural differenf;es in language and cognition development in childreH; 
3) research stuciies regarding langnage and cognition. development utiliz--
ing varying SES groups; and 4) educational :implications l)f cultural lan-
guage differences. 
'!'heorists heve postulated n\rious hypotheses to e-xpiain how chil-
dren acquire language and cognit.ion. 
Biber (1967) stated there are important stages during wnici1 a 
child organizes his understanding, his ideas, and th•~ m2Hrdng of th.ing::-; 
and relati;mships in the world in which he liv:!s, i.e., "ob.jec-ts l.10come 
not cnly oh_jects to do things wit.h. b•1t. they also have HF!:"J<?s~ thoes, 
firnctions and corne in different shares antl s:izes • 11 In other worcl2 1 
ob.j.-.cts can be clas;oifjed and g:rouped in various W<:\)-rs. GiH~ of -Urn im-
por"Lani, theor:l_es Bibe,:· co:1lends is that noc-;t dnldre11 are able t"..l fmic-
al though they way not plll>.l;I'VJ3 through the:3~~ J <ing1u.g:n clP~'•:lop:ncnt<d 
stage;:; i!l the same nwn11er. S'1rne .;otr.ges of development. however, ·n;;i.v be 
entirely missing, and if this occurs, they need to be identified and 
appropriate treatment progr>:tms c stab l ished. 
Osser (1970) discussed biological and socihl factors affecting 
language development. He stated that Lcnncherg (196:1) in his book New 
Din~c tions in the Study of Langua~ proposed thai; language development 
is a function of maturaticnc~ l factors and that human language is a 
species-specific phenomenon. The child 1 8 capacity to learn language ib 
a consequence of maturation.. Lenneberg reported there is no evidence 
that the onset of language is related to special training or that the 
capacity for language acquisition is related to special training. He 
further stated the capacity for language acquisition is intimately re-
lated to the maturation of illliquely humuri anatomical and physiological 
characteristics. 
Chomsky (1965) maintained that a child 1 B ability to produce and 
underdtaud novel sentences can be understood only by assuming he has an 
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innate language capacity. Chomsky referred to a hypotheLical set of 
irmate mec!1anisms that permit the child to analyze incoming linguistic 
data and to produce messages. In other words, linguistic principles are 
not learned but rather are part of ·the child 1 s irmate conceptual capac-
itics; a:d lw acquires la11guage by ~is<!overing its underlying system or 
gram!'tlatieaJ rules. The process characterized by the language acquisi-
~ion device incorpo1·ateE ~ built-in set of specifications for correct 
gramll!ars, plus a testing; <.:apability which permii:,s the child to discover 
which particular grammar, out of a small i:;et of correct grammars, is 
appropriate for Lhe 1anguJge to which lie i& exposed. Through this sys-
tem the child l:an mu] er stand nov~~l sent.eacf'S. Jt can be summarized 
that Chomsky's model of language accp1isi tion providl's ouly a passive 
role for environmental or social factors whereas the child is assigned 
a very active role in Ids own langnag<:: development. 
The environmentalists' po.sitioE described by Mower (1960) can be 
smnmarized as follows: the infant begins to learn langtnige by associ-
a ting the sounds of the huJnt:m voice, partic,1larly the mother 1 s, with 
need-satisfying circUlllstan~f!S (e.g., milk tlrinkin;,c). Subsequently, 
·when he hears h:Ls own random babbling~ he is more likely to r~pea-t. 
those sounds that are similar to the pleasurable s01mds made by his 
mother. Mower felt that as the mother tends to reward the infant's 
sotmds, he learns that his .imitations are generally reinforced, and 
thus he is on his way to learning those ~peech patterns. Mower terms 
this form of language ncquisition "imitation-reinforcement." 
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Osser (1970) noted a relationship between the two opposing bio-
logical and environmental theories. He believed a point of convergence 
is present between the biological and environ.mentali~t theories, because 
they both ::tgree that language is acquired in a social context and t.hat 
there n:n: i.ndi vidual and group differences in linguistic performance. 
Hard~· (1970) disag:reed with Chomsky and felt D<)cause communicative 
skills must be learned r the CJ'. Yi ronment in whi~h learning takes place 
also pLtys an important role in determining the degree of skill uJ ti-
mately achieved. Additi0n~lly h2 believed a close relationship exists 
betweeu comm:.mication skills and bnsic intellectual c[1pac i ty. Whi 1 P ::i. 
child learns to talk because of the rnodel he hears, the basic intelli::e-
tun.l endo,lment is of fundamental importance in determining the dcgreP 
to which his Ln1guage will reflect the p:reci:s:ion aad tlw nuances of 
meaning, which are t!1e finer po int::; of lang1mg1~. 
Children 1 s grammar reflects, according to E:rvin ( 1964), the norni 
of -the coliilll1mity in which they live. This language development theory 
was referred to as an "imitative view. 11 Erwin explained that children 
ma!-le errors and introduce abb::.·eviations in an effort io approximate 
~entences heard and develop more adult-like language ~ith the grarlu~l 
elimination cf errors. ~~nother vie\v 1 which Erwi11 belj_evf;d to be closer 
to the true language developmental process, was that development is 
llescrib~d as the evolution of n series of linguistic system::; increasing 
in complexity and these changes in behaYior reflect changes h1 the 
child's syntactical rules. Thf: base of generalizations and analogies, 
Erwin concluded, is formed by the child as he reflects the influcncl~ of 
liHtening to adults. 
In their book Schoo1 Rec..dines:i_ Ilg and Ames (1972) pre;:euted a 
summa:ry of the normal lan:ruage and- cognition ·:Jeye lopment of five-year-
c,ld children. Refer to Appendix A for this d2scripi<~oa. 
Cultural Differences in Langna!!e anrl Co!!ni ti on De-ve_lopment 
LanguaJe c~1an~cterisLics cf di.sadvan-l,v.ged childr-::m, and more 
especially black children, have been widely reviewed in the literature. 
A predominant characteristic of the majority of disadvantaged children 
(black and white) is tha·t they lack the lang;uag(> facility necessary for 
independent thinking and problem solv:ing. I,'~r these children, language 
Jc fie iencies hamper the devcJoprncnt o.f' concepts; i;herefore, speci fie 
training :md lunguug0 dcve! o-;:imcni <tre needed. In order tbat a chi lu 
may receive special training to improve wenk or ruissing lcingunge coa-
8 
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cepts as soon after he enters school as possihlci a p~oc~ss ir1 the edu-
cational system to facilitate early identification of problem areas 
should be instituted (Doyle, 1972). 
Many characteristics of black language have b+~eH ascribed to the 
doctrine of genetic inferiority of the Negro. Baratz (1q69b) stated it 
was not uutil the 1954 Supreme C.::mrt decision concerning se~regation in 
the public schools that the in.::;titutiunal tradition of regarding the 
Negro as genetically inferior was legally replaced by the idea t~iai~ his 
behavior was pathological in the social sense, dm• to the history of 
slavery in this country. Consequently, Baratz c;onL;.~nds that the lan-
guage difficulty experienc•-~d hy the econondc&lly deprived Negro child 
in an educational setting }13,s been dae to an m1tkrdevelopment, of h.i.s 
lcmguage system that does not allow l<tnguage tu flmction in aiding cog-
nitive development. 
Ralph (1967) explained thai cultural differences in performance 
on intelligence tests and in school achievement imply a perceptual-
language difference in regard to culturally d.isadvw1t1.ged children. 
Further, he implied that these inrpeirmeni,s are cumulative and the older 
the child. becomes the grea1:,er the dcfjcit. He proclaimed that in their 
responses disadYantaged chi lclren illmd:;·ate a "poverty" of vocnbulary 
and a "paucity'' of words; thus, chilrlrcn from lm>ee-cla:-os familiez re-
quire about one year longer to reach "mature" in·ticulations than their 
m:iddle-c laos peers. The disadvnntug,f~d child's grammar und syntax were 
also identified as additional depeessed areas of JevelopmPnt. 
According to Bereii..er and. E..'1gclmann (1966), children three 'GO 
five years old from lower-SES backg:ronnds an-, shown t•; be i-etarded or 
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below average in every intellectual ability; consequently, they are 
fm1Ctioning at least one year or more behind children of the same uge 
from higl1er--SES backgrounds. These authors desc1·ilicd the verbal learn-
ing of the culturally deprived as the outstanding lacking characteris-
t:ic and indicated that cognitive uses of language n:ce severely restr·ict.-
ed, especially in communication between adults and children in lower-SES 
homes. 
Baratz (1969a) disagreed with Bere:iter and E .. 'lgelmarm and found 
that whP.n lower-SES and middle-SES blade children were provided equiva-
lent tasks, their ability to repeat a sentence accrrately largely de-
pended on whet.her it was presented in the child's primary dialect 
(black or Standard EEglis.h). Consequently, she di::;covered that white 
middle-SES children were as handicapped 1n repeating black dialect sen-
tences as were hlack lower-SES children in repeating standard English 
sentences. In sununary, within both groups the mi stakes were sys·tematic 
intrusions between the primary dialect and the less familiar. 
By vi:i-tue of class relationship or common occupational function 
and social status, social groups tend to develop strong communal bonds 
(Bernstein, 1970). He stated: 
If the working relationship of a g1·oup offers little 
variety, little exercise in decision making; if success-
ful assertion ru11st be a collective rather than individual 
act; if the work task requires physical manipulation 
rather thnu symbolic control; iJ the home is over-cro\<;ded 
o.nd limits the variety of situations it. can offer; if the 
children socialize each other in the environment, offer-
ing little inh~llectuul st irrndatj ou; if all these attri-
hfftes are found in 01ie sei:.ting, then ii-, is plausible to 
asswae that such a social setting could generate a par-
ticuJ nr fQrru of con:mmnicution 'lvhieh would shape the inteJ-
lectu.al, social and affecLi_ve oriPnt::itj on of the child. 
He presented ·two general types of linguistic codes (rest.ricted m;d 
·• 1 
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elaborate) which can he deve1opPd within :1 society. A restricted code 
is more socially than conceptually oriented, requires its users to 
share a range of implicit we~nings~ and appears limited and stereotyped 
in its expressive alternaUves. An elahontt.e code is conceptually 
oriented, does not rely heavily upoL impl~cit meanings, end is poten-
tially !'ich in the alt.er:iatives for expressi.01;, Spt>ake:rs limited tll a 
restricted code mE:y have difficulty :'r'•.'i tchivg from "vlns form of co.mmu-
nication to other form:J. !fo iound that in the rn.i.ddle--c lass population 
one tends to :find people fvnctioning withiYl both the elaborate and 
restricted code systems; yet within the lower-SES or working population 
a higher proportio;1 cf familie:s seems to be limj ted to a restricted 
code. BernstE:in (1961) contends a child's lang;nagt> is mninta~ned. pri-
marily through the- proces.:: of rleveloping linguisti<.; relations be.fore 
the child reaches the classroom and befor!J the fo!·:i1al den:ands 0.f the 
social structure are made upon him. Luria (1960) further stated that 
speech does not merely indic&.te corr2spnndence in the environruefft but 
that it isolates, abstract;:;, and generalizes P'-'rceive<l signals and re-
lates them to ce7tai11 categoriea. This type of language orientation is 
g,11ided and regu.lat.ed by u speed1 model that cont.i:mou::;ly makes avail-
able to the child a 1 ingl<istic siructure that fCl.cili tates this shift 
fron.. substance to response. Luria was referring .i.~o c:n vlaborate li.n-
guistic code systeru which i~ gP.1iernll~r estabJ.ishc·J within a middle-SES 
population. 'rlie lcwcr-S'ES family structure is 1 es~ :formally organized 
in relation to the language and cog11it.ive development or the child; and 
-9ccontir:g to Dcrns+.ein (19(>1), t.hi.;; type of <m»il"omni~ut limits the per-
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ception of the developing child. It appears thaL in time the child 
learns to respond t('' and makes respons:.:s to, stimali that are immedi-
ately relevant a!ld that the child's ability to deal "l'ith ab:;trnclirins 
is adversely affected. 
Williams and Nareniore ( 1969) agreec with Ber·n:Jtein' s ( 19(~J) theory 
that social structures place charact2ristic demands upon their members 
for parti<:ular modes of language behavior. These modes of language 
regulate the co~nitive and aocial development of children and thus serve 
to perpetuate the parent social structure. 'I'heir research examined t!1e 
elaboration of responses by children from lower- ancl middle--SES levels. 
There were three types of possible rei:;ponse riod4":3: 1) simple: negative 
or affirmative; 2) naming~ object, person, place, etc.; and 3) elabora-
tion: an explanation, description, or some type of story·-telling. They 
found social-class differences were greatest in re$ponse r!laboruti or, 
when questions could be answered adequately by a simple "yes" or "no" oi: 
nruning. Lower-SES children tended more to supply the minimally accept-
able response whereas the higher--SES counterparts had a greatet' tenden-
cy to elaborate their remarks. :For example, when a3ked to name their 
favorite TV show, the loi.ver-SES group supplied only the name of the 
.shO\q the higher-SES group gave the name and, in ad<li ti on, went on to 
te 11 about tlw show, what happened, who was in the show, etc. When the 
questions required elaboration, however, the socioeconomic differences 
all but clisappPared. In other words, when the subjel.~ts were specifi-
cally asked 1.o tell about or describe a particulur incident or subject, 
all groups presented elaborate responses. 
In addition, Willjams and Naremore (1969h) noted ihat lower-SES 
children t.enrled to talk in the fi..-st person U:''.ing a type of "self-· 
focused" mode of discourse or, in general, to employ a particularistic 
and coneret2 style of speaking, Wheli responding to a particular sub-
ject, they would consistently use remarks such as "I like," "I saw 7 11 "I 
do," etc. By contrast higher-!3ES children tended more to employ a vari-
ety of grannnatical perspectives in their remarks and employed a greater 
use of third person, subje~t-nou:r. phrasee, reflecting a more general 
and abstract perspective in their expressive language. For example, 
when asked how to play "hide and go seek," one subject replied: 
Well, one person hides his eyes so that he can't see any-
thing and all the other people go out and he counts to a 
certain, he colmts so many, up to a lmndre<l or so then 
he says, "Ready or not hEre I come 1 11 then he runs out and 
he looks for 'em •••• 
Williams and Naremore concluded that the speech of the lower-SES chil-
dren generally reflected a more context centered or "bmmd" style of 
speech as compared with a more topic centered speech of their higher-
SES co1mterparts. This is consistent with Bernstein';:; ( 1961) thesis of 
social clas::: differences anrl modes of speech. 
According to Bailey (1968), children's system of language that is 
native ·t,o their environment is well edtablished between the fifth and 
seventh years of life. He noted that there are m!iny speakers of non-
Standard Engli<"h whose basic patterns resemble those of Standard Eng-
lish, with primarily an English vocabulary nnd similar phonology. One 
phono] ogical di ff crence recogni?.ed by Bailey was the te1·minal fad in~ 
which resulted frum relaxation of t.he mu!'.tcle'° during articulation of 
the ends of '''ords so that. the f iual .sy 11 able of a word was weakened or 
lost C.ori1pl ete ly. There is a rpiestion, howev<'1:, \''h•:thp1· this fading is 
due to i.he relaxcttic.u of artieulatorR or rcprc.-3enis nnoLher g:ranunabcal 
system such as Creole. Ther0 is curren I ly EO e~:iden~~e: to support the 
theory the black language is a definiLe io1m of the Creole language, 
although they appi::ar to l:;e similar in meny ways. 
According to Povich and Bara-tz (1967), language development of 
disadvantaged ch.:i.ldrP.n dot>s nGt represent a rer..ardatio11 cf acquisit,ion 
of language, but, rather the children are learning forms that do not up-
pear in Standard English. Their research indicated children use forms 
that are on the highest level of developrnent according to Lee':::. Deve~-
mental Sentence Scali~ (196G). This seems to illustrate that disadvan-
taged children have a f\1lly developed, bu-L nonstandard, language sys-Lem. 
Entwisle (1970) feh black children internalize a different linguistic 
code as a consequence of the cultural forces impinging l!pon them. 
the same time.1 because their subculture is an encb.ve with the whji;e-
society, they are forced to internalize a second code, Standard Engh.sh. 
If Baratz and Entwisle are correct, it appears to indicate that black 
children become proficient in both codes and, therefore, are linrruisti-,.., 
cally advanced as compared to white middle-class children. 
J. M. B. Hardy (1970) asserted an opposing view in which he de-
fined the disadvantaged child as a product of genes and environment and 
that both factors arc involvea in his i-:tatu~ and needs. The mair.. theory 
he proposed was tha.t regardless of genetic b••.ckg;runnd the disad-vantaged 
child hnH had icw advantages to enhance his social development and 
learning poten-t.ial in school; Urns, his abi i_:i_ty ·co communicate during 
his early years suffers severely. Further, accorJin~ to Hardy the dis-
aclvuntaf;ed chill.! may never dPvelcp the mcimentum to ove:ccome thr::se c;.irly 
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cornmunicatively neg'li:ive experiences and, conseq;.11~ntly, l.t is most im-
portant to obtain early identif:ication of problems and to follow up 
with educational programming. 
Correlation Between SES and Language Develo11rnent 
The following is a review of varicus reseurch studies on language 
and cognition development ~ond1~ctcd, ut:ilizing varying socioeconomjc 
groupse 
Jones and McMillan (1973) cxarnjned social ~lass differences in 
speech produced by five-year-old children under three conditions rang-
ing from highly structured to a more natural linguistic setting. R.esul -ts 
indicated that generally middle-class children were more fluent and pro-
duced more grannnatically complex sentences than lower-class children. 
The two groups produced equal numbers of commun:ication units; howe~.re::·, 
the middle-class subjects produced significantly longer communication 
units. The two groups differed only slightly in their use of pronoans 
except under the least structured condi -Lions. The lower-class sub.jects 
produced significantly more pronoune w-ider this conditiori, which tends 
to suppo:cl Bernstein's (1961) theory regarcUng i:i1e restxicted code of 
lower-class children conveying particularistic conLext--hound meani11g;.;. 
Using i.he Illinois Test of Psycholingnhtic Abild_11~s (rrPA} (1968), 
Stephenson and Gay (1972) examiued the psycholin!.;uistic abilities of 
black and white children bPtween the ages of five nnU six from varying: 
socioeconomic levels; and investigated the possibility of lower-SES 
children being visual-mot'.Jr oriented and middle--SES children nuditory-
vocal oriented. Resnlts r.:·1ealed that socioecOI!OIEi.c atatus is sir~nifi-
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cantly related to psycholinguistic abilities. hie level of performance 
and the pattern of psycholinguistic abilities of black childr~n vere 
relatively free from semantic ir..fluence of SES; however, the performance 
of white children appea1~ed to be related tci so~ioeconomic status. ~'he 
black and white lower-SES groups produced the 11.ost variability between 
the ITPA subtests, performing lower on the verbal task~ with the black 
children showing -t.he lowest pc>rf0rrnance. Performance on the verbal 
t.asks was significantly be low all other suhtests for both groups of 
children. All groups ::;howed a significant weakness on verbal expression 
tasks. Manual Expression subtest scores surpassed Verbal Expression 
scores at. all levels. :Further~ Visual Motor Association scores sur-
passed Auditory Vocal Association scores for black and white lower-SES 
groups. The performance of black lower-SES children revealed difficul-
tie!> with the automatic langnagi:> patterns measured on i:-he ITPA. Per-
formance on the Auditory Sequential Memory subtest was hi~;l1 for all 
black children with the level of p.:-rformance unaffected by SES. This 
study did not co~firm the theory that the lower-SES levels are primari-
ly visual-motor oriented and the middle-SES levels auditory-vocal 
oriented. 
Wolfram (1971) illt<s+,ratwl some simila-r and dissimilar features 
He n:.>-t.Ld the third pi~rson (he 
1~ces, i.c goes, etc.) was not an .inherent pa.rt of -t.-::u~ hh!ck 1 inguistic 
system; and its infrequeni, occurrence can be attributed to "dialect im-
port<rcion, :i a lnrq;uage conLar 1- phenom011on n1 wh~i cl:.. non-indigenou::; forms 
are borrow;~J_ fruru anoth~r dialel' t. wi i-bo11t i L~ systematil~ incorporation 
in -Uw target dial.:c t. 
Stevi:mson et_<:.!.• (1971) asked the qu~stion wh2ther the ccrrela-
tions among various measures of learning and perfon.:nnce differed ac-
cording to the background of the childr0n tested. They t~stad four-
J -. 
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and five-year-cld ehildren from varying socioeconomlc levels and found 
that generally the disadvantaged child had more difficulty Than the ad-
vantaged child in understanding the questions and needed more prelirni-
nary instructions. Jeruchimowicz et al. (1971) investigated qualitat~ve 
and quantitative differences in preschool children from varyin~ socio-
economic levels. Results indicated there were significant differe!1ces 
in the receptive portion of the test between the proportion of errors on 
action words (verbs) and object or noun words made by t.he lower-SES 
children. Expressive Yerb error" w-ere higher than no1m errors for tlw 
lower-SES groups. Turner and :?i.ckvance (1971) sampled l60 five-year-
olds from differing SES levels on Lheir ability to express uncertainty. 
Social class proved to be the more important factor in regard to those 
children who asked indirect questions, as signif:icantly more middle-
class children asked indire:.:t questions. It was concluded that the 
socialization procedures of the middle-claf.s families were likely to 
encm1ruge a child to pr:!rce.i.ve reality in t~rlils 0f a range of possible 
questions. 
'fvo different studie.s were conducted by Gerber and Hertel (1969) 
and Howard 2t al. (1970), using the ITP.~ i.o assess Jan~uage abilities 
of fcur-, five-, and six-year-old children f1:om differing SES levels. 
Their results indicated the culturally disadvantaged had signifi~antly 
lower language ages than their· nondisadvan taged peer::-;. Howard et al. 
felt the way symbols are perceived, as well as combined into meaningful 
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spo11taneuus di~3course, dep~nds upon experience and practice with lan-
guage. In their study of feur-year-olds from vary?.ng: SES levels, 
SHkei and Heyen; (19G9) found that the middle-clas~1 black and white 
groups, as compared to lower-class black and whiL:~ children~ excelled 
only in verbal comprehfl1sion and not in visual--motor i;asks. Ii. was 
thought that ·white children would excel ove1· black children at the 
lower-SES levt~ls and th::i.B showed to be significant only i_n vi su.al dis-
crimination tasks. Difference :in ra<::e and class was limited to the 
functions that required the u,,;e of Standard English, and not j_n expres-
sive language from thPir memory. 
Entwisle (1968) conducted a sb.dy involving kindergarten, first-, 
third-, and fifth-grade children from lower- and middle-SES levels. Her 
sample included both black and white children. The subjects were pre-
sented ninety-six stimulus words representing several form classes 
(nouns, adjectives, verbs, and p!'.'cnouns). R.'ltwisle felt that free 
association to word stimulus was an efficient wuy of studying language 
develo1ime::-it in yom1g children because these assoc iatiens are closely 
relat~J to general linguistic competence and to verbal comprehension. 
Generally speaking, the resuJts indicated the kindergarten and first-
grafle lo~¥er-cla;:;s children v.·ere equal to or superior to the kindergarten 
and first-grade middle-class children. The fifth-grc.de middle-class 
childre!1, ho·,.;ever, significantly surpassed the fifth-grade lowcr-claes 
children. The resalts tend to suggest that as lower-socioeconomic chil-
dren pl'ogress through school, their ling•_iis-t,ic abiliLies decrease. 
Hertzig ~t al. ( 1968) conducted a study invul ving Puerto Rican 
childreu an<l e:oncluded tltnt apparently due to non--tlirected verbal izatio11s 
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in U1E:: home tlw children fwd greater trouble in school when faced with 
a system that made specific demauds upon th~m. Thf•y fou11d that al tiwug;h 
·there was at least as much conversation and verbal exchange in the 
Puerto Ilican homes as in the middle-class bomes, thl' use of language 
appeared to differ in at least two respects: 1) m1ddle-class fomilies 
gave instructions that were task directN1. and Puerto Hic~n verbaliza-
tions ttmded to be social and affective; and 2) middle-class mothers 
tended to make sure task-directed instructions were unden;tood and car-
ried out while Puerto Rican mothers had a tendency not to insist that 
instructions or directions were acted upon. In an educational setting;, 
the Puerto Rican chjldren more frequently used passive unresponsiven2ss 
as a form of nonverbal response than the middle-class childreu. 
According to Scholnick et al. (1968), social class position af-
fects discrimination learning, although it does not affect concept 
learning. Further, they ncted lower-class children had less difficulty 
with complex tasks, which is contradictive to previously cited studies. 
Shriner a!lcl ~-i:iae::.· (1968) noted that in the11 study using nonsrmse ,,·ords 
there was no difference between culturally advantagE>d and disadvantag•otl 
children in their ability to deal with receptive now1s, expressive 
nouns, verb forms, or posses~ives---a finding which also contradicts 
prPYio~sly cited studies. LaCivita e~ al. (1966) und Deutsch (1965) 
fouptl that a~ higher-SES children progr0ss through ~chool, they tend to 
b(~come increasingly sophistii::ated in ubing grammatical cuf:S to discern 
'\\Ord meanings. Deutsch conducted a four-year study of children from 
various ra~ial and social cl.as::: groupin~s; and h:is research results, 
' t" ' whi<.:h agreed ''ith K'1twis1 e \ 1908), indicated that black and wln te 
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lt)wer-class chi1llren are \mbject to a 11 c1mmlatjvc deficit phenomenon" 
as compared with middle-class children. This Clli3nlative deficit takes 
place between the first- and fifth-grade yean~. He helieved there 
needs i·,o be effectivf! remedial and enrichment programs which follow 
develop!nental stages, and that curriculum ch::mges should he initiated 
early in a child's school experience. 
Many variables are associated with setting and procedures in any 
type of language stm.1y, as noted by Dickie and Dager (1972), and need 
to be seriously considered by the reader. One very important variable 
ie language familiarity si:!lce the language srioken in a classroom or 
testing situation may be quite different from what is spoken in the 
child's normal environ.'llent. It is, therefore~ best to have au informal 
testing ;;ituation, thereby encouraging a more accurDte language sample. 
Edueational Implications 
The apparent lack of academic success within various cultural 
groups, especially lower-class blacks, 1,vhites, Chicanos, and Indians, 
is a major educational issue (Anastasiow, 1972). W. G. Hardy (1970) 
further noted that a Jijgh incidence of language, speech, and reading 
problems is known to exist among culturally disadvantaged children. He 
attribuh•d these signif icaut problems to the child's environment since 
it frequently fails to provide ~timulation and lan~uagc ~l'O'vth and ade-
quate (by middle-class standards) moJels or patterns to develop accept-
able nnd competitive speech habii.s. 'rliis is in agreement with ~T. M. 13. 
Hardy ( 1970), who stated di sadva11taged chi Jure;1 ~H~ffer from a deprived 
enviromn:mt which does not allow for tht., active physieal interaction 
necessary for a ful 1 development of a child's inte.l lectual functioning. 
It was df'rnonstrat.ed l;y Ila:ratz and Shuy (1969) that black disad-
vantaged children's language, while different in surface characLeris-
tics, contains the necessary linguistic structures to expres~ abs-tract 
reasoning. Anastasiow (1970) relaterl that when black disadvanLi~;ed 
children are asked to repeat a sentence, they tend to alter it to con-
form to the regularities of their own dielec+,. This type of response 
suggests the disadvantaged chi_ld has a different, ..is opposed. to devian"L 
language system, which agrees with Baeatz and 8huy (1969). Anastasiow 
(1970) further suggested that all children are active processors of 
information; therefore, learning can only occur when children are al-
lowed to utilize the talents they possess in the manner that allows 
them to acquire more advanced skills and modes of thought. 
The chances of the disadvantaged child becoming a fully function-
ing member in the mainstream of American societ,y, according to Osbor:?1 
(1967), appear to depend upon his ability to succeed in school. Fur-
ther, he believed the "tirue schedule" or curriculUlli progression of the 
public schools has been established by the progress of middle-class 
children and, cons?.quently, has presented a very serious problem for 
the clisadvantaged child. Preschools and kindergartens designed specif-· 
ically for the di:::-ndvr.ntaged child can confa.·ilmte gnatly by provitling 
the skills he will need to meet this established time schedule. 
Baughman and Dahlstrvm (1.968) saw tho need to reduce- the black--whi.te 
gap and asserted that educational prognims should not he limited ·t.0 
black cliildren~ but rather should involve all groups. To meet this 
neetl there should be comprehensive school pr•Jgram5 providing concrete 
incentive curriculums tlmt instill in t,11(~ child a ·desire to learn. 
Osborn (1967) strongly supported the need to find the most effective 
means of prep<tr ing di sa<lv.~.ntaged dli ldren ::tC<.tdernical 1y, as we 1.1 as emo-
tionally imd ;,,ocially, for the demands of the public .school system. 
Will:!ams (1970) statcrl there is a strong correlation bet:ween 
economic opportunity and abjlity to function in the mainstream of soci-
ety and he equated thjs with the ability to use the language of the 
society effectively. He felt that the <mtipoverty preschool programs 
helped to ease disadvantaged children into a new social structure with-
out the fear of losing their well established parental stru~ture. 
Entwisle (1968) also was concerned with the need for equal educational 
opportunity and proposed that those who be licved t!1e schools would play 
a large .role in overcoming the culture of poverty have great cause for 
concern. She felt the school failed to ploy this role, since if an in-
dividual failed to become sufficiently literate, all other parts of the 
educational process become adversely affected and the child either is 
rejected from or elects not to .remain in the educational process. Basi-
cally, she viewed the problem as less and less success leading to less 
and less expectation of a child's success in school. It, therefore, 
becomes extremely importa11t to identify areas of excellence or areas of 
relative achievement in disadvantaged children, for it seems ~bvious 
that if a child is to imagine himself as succeeding 1n an educational 
system, he will require successful experiences wii:hi11 the first two or 
three years of school (Entwisle, 1970). 
The classroom language problems of lower-class children, as viewed 
by Cazden (1970), have two possible explanations: 1) tbey huvc acquired 
less language than the mjddlc-class child or 2) they have acquired a 
different lang;ua;:i;c. 1'he "different-l<tl\suage 11 Lhe1.;ry is strongly sup-
')'°" 
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ported and has been i:·xplainul in the I!receding; ::.·ev1ew of the liter;• tnre 
by Williams aud NarC'rtore \ 1969b) and Baratz (1969b). Cazclen (1970) 
contends that within the erlucational frame;,'ork -there necd~ -~o be more 
than a descripti.on of a 1~hild' s graHmnt ica.l corupcte!1ce, and primary 
emphasis should focus on communication competenc:c, i.e., "how the child 
perceives and cRtegorizeB social and educational situations of his ~orld 
and differentiates his ways of ~peaking accordinily." 
Bernstein (1970) agreed with Osb~rn (1967) that much of our school 
context is drawn from aspects of the symbolic world of the inidule-class, 
and when a disadvantaged child steps into school ht- very likely is step-· 
ping into a symbol system which has no link to his lif~ outside tl1e 
classroom. Thi;.; link with his total environment needs to be pre:>ent 
for a successfu] learning situation. Horton (1970) viewed success in 
school as the ability of a child to listen effectivPly, t.o receive, 
process, store, and retrieve information. He felt the needs of the cul-
turally disadvantaged are really not the same as the middle-class child 
and this must be reflected in the educational system. Horton further 
believed, as do many of the researchers cited, early intervention i3 
extremely critical during the preschool and kind~riar-tr~n years, and 
focus should emphasize perceptual and !ang11.c.•ge development. Minuchin 
and Biber (1968) sul,';gested that success means rleYelop:i.ng emotional 
strength along with specific sLi.11.s. The teacher need,:; to aecept rela-
lively poorly a1·ticulate<l expredsion3 without negutiv~ evaluation ini-
tially which may rr11dllt:!t! a positi\'(! atmosphere for tlw child, thereby 
enhanc i:1g his intellectual rlcve lopment. Sigel (.i 9G4) conseqnently 
stated, 11Excessive demattds ior verhal izations may bring abotd, a wj th-
drawal or rebellion from other aspects of Jearning." In view of this, 
educators must be sensitive to thP nN:ds of their 6tudents. 
In summary, Entwisle (1970) highlighted the importance of speech 
and language jn our society. 
If a child's speech anu language' identifies him as a 
member of an outgronp, >vhen tagged as a member of 
that group he 1aay be endowed with al 1 the ot.he::: modal 
attributes of that group--relativcly low economic 
status, low educational status, values that emphasize 
immediate rather than delayed gratification. relatively 
low power in the social heirarchy, or even hc.ving cer-
tain potential learnings below the middle-class poten-
tials. 
It would appear that education is the important intervening fac-
tor between success or failure in our society, and unless there is 
early identification of educational needs, which many of the previously 
cited researchers have stressed, appropriate curriculum programs cannot 
be plctnned for the disadvantaged child. If this orcurs 1 it is very 
likely that the disadvantaged child wil1 be unable to remain in the 
mainsti·eam of our American society and be forced to exist with less 
thnn an equal opportunity. 
CHAPTEH III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The present stndy involved th:!.rty blac!r and thirty '1hite ~hildrt:·u 
wit,h normal speech nnd language. 1Ul subjects were s{;reeued t,o deter-
mine Lheir ral".e, age, auditory acuity, speech intelligibil:.it:y, ~ubject 
cooperation, and socioeconomic status (S~S). '.resting :for ini e1ligence 
was performed at the beginning of the testing situation. 
S~ject~ 
Thirty white aH1} thirty h!.ack children with normel speech were 
selected from three Portland Pnblic Schools. Follo-wi11g the jnit.ir.l 
screening, fifteen lowcr-socjoeconomic liliite, fifteen lower-sociocconomjc 
black~ fiftee1i rniddlf~-socioeconomic wl!ite, and fifteen middle--socio ... 
economic black children were selected for this ::tudy, using a rEu1d.om 
sampling tablC' from a subj~ci; p(•ul of 120. Participating in this study 
-.er~ fifteen female hnd f-i_ftec11 wale black f;nbjects and fourteen fern,tlt' 
a.ud sixteen male white subj1;;cLs. 
Variables 
Variables cN1tro lletl were age, rdc~, at~di tC1ry acui Ly~ spee•~h in-
telligihili-1}", suhjeci., COO\)f)I'nti1•n, aul c;o.;i'.WCOIJ.OllllC S~atn8. S,•x Wil>' 
thi.g vur:iablc been included. 
'rhe ages of the children tested ranged from 5-0 to 5-11 with a 
mean of 5-6. The age of each child ''as determined by subtrac:tinir his 
birthdute from the date he was tested. 
Race 
Thirty black children and i:.hirty white children were included in 
this study. To determine the race of black children fo:r this study "Lhe 
criterion used \\as that est-abli;:;hcd by Portland Public Schools: if a 
child had i;wo black pri.rent.s or one black parent and the other of a dif-
fercnt race, the child is considered black. 
Auditol'.'y Acui.Ly 
Each subject chosen to participate in this study receiv~d m1 
informal hearing screening which consisted of asking the subject, \vbo 
was placed across the room (approximately eight feet) with his back to 
the examiner, to repeat the following four sentences: "Put your lwnd 
up." "Tell mf~ your name." "Clap your hands." "Slt down in tbe cb.t:ir.!' 
The examiner used less intensity than a normal speaking Yo ice. :-.:ormf, l 
hr-af'ing 1;as further ;lete:rminerJ. by consulting with the classroom tcachel' 
and/or spePcli clinieian. t..:..'!y cl1:ilJ who ~"as identified by the teacher 
LI) have a suspected hearing lo<>s, diffici.1lty followi_!}g directions in 
clu~s, or whose pnrculs Lad reported a hearing lass was not in~lurled as 
a poteni.i;:d subject.. 
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~cit Int.ell i;:!:ibility 
Each subject was required to ha\'e 100 percPnt speech inLellig;i--
bil i ty as detennined by consul ting th::' classroom teacher, school c·ec-
ord8 1 speech clinician wheu available, and Lhe :judguent of this inves-
tigator. 
~nh ice t Coonerati OT! ~------~ 
The ability of each child to remain under atihlulus control ~a~ 
detenilined by consulting with the classroom teachPr unJ obse1·vation by 
this investigator. The subject's cooperative behavior was noted during 
administrat.ion of the l'1osson Intelligence TesL (1963), which was giv~n 
urior to the selected items from th~ Daberon Scl1ool Readiness Device 
(1972). Subjects 1rnre required to rt.·Dtain under stimulus control for 
duratjon of the test in order to be considered potential subjer:ts fer 
this study. 
Socioer'._onomi{' Status {SES) 
The determination of socioeconomic status was made ou the basis 
of tbc F,S._Hurean cf the Cer.~sus Working ~_per Number 15, Hethodol~i:f.Y 
Th~ operating procedure used in 
,. 
·U1:'.s "'Ludy was to a~,;.;ig:..1 8 rn..t:ulJl'l' determined Ly tile occupation oI t.l1e 
d1~_ef :ioco1ue recipienv i~. -t-h.::: child's farnily. Thr.> nu:z1::rical values 
ranging :i:'ro111 01 ·to l10 were co:n::;iderPd lowP.r :.;oeioH-:onornic status nnd 
tho.-;e l'rom ')0 to 83, mid.d1 e socioeconomic l:'.+,e:~Lu . ..:. After consul tr...tion 
wj Lh tiw schoo». principals, c11ildren on t.l!e J'1·ee Junch program al:::o 
Th•>. t1cc1qm!im1 of th(~ chief :iricor::e rec1pier.1. in ·1..llP child's f:.:rn:ilv 
was obtt~.incd !.1y fiest cheekiGg school record~ on cuch dnld '"hich 
1 i stcd the parents' occupation and/or employers. If only t-hc em1JJ nyer 
was lis-i~t·d and 110t th~ occupation 1 the chilrl and/Gr u staff member 
famili.a:r ·with the parcni-,s and occupati•.m were consr<lted. 1.~ll!!re both 
pareffb; \\ere employed, the occupation used '\\"a.R that of t.he chief income 
recipient. lf neitl1er parent was employed, the rnunerical value of 0 was 
ass:tguc~il Uw ,;ubj'}et. 
The §los~on Iutell igence Test for Children arnl Adnl t:s ( 1963) was 
used to survey the intelligence of the subjects. Ci1ildren were noi.. ex--
eluded fro!n this study based on an intelligence rating; however, the 
intelligence r:ating >>as used for comparative purpose3 in data anHlysi.t:;. 
Instrur,ientation 
Instrun1en ls 
1'h~ Daberon School headine~•s Device ('!.972) W<1S designed as u 
scl'.'eening and teachi11J ins1;runent. A high pe"Lr.entage of accurate rt:.'·· 
test a ehild to his ]unit::;; 2.t is designed to be a simple means of pn'-· 
dicti.,1g readir.e,,;s for school c:.ci,ivitie8, informatjon gained from thfr: 
test may he used to identify future prcbler:1 areas, tJw m~ed for furUwr 
diagno::-;tic and progno"tic :oitudy, ::.nformation tha.L needs to be taught in 
the c} t1.,.;s r•rnm, arni ne!"ded medi:::a l and/or psychoJ ogical evaluation. 'i'!w 
information ol~tained from this C\'aluation may be utilized to estubli.~-;h 
a baselinf' for a continuing record (1f ()ducat.·ional prog1·e,.,s. 
The Daberon suhtests surveying General K.nohledge and Chtegoriza-
tion wer0 administered to eac11 suhject.. Th~re -,.;ere a -total f•f ;,hirty 
Genera} Knowledge aud six Catego1·izatioH qnestio;:is adn;jnistered tn en.ch 
subject. See Appendix H for a compl•~te listing of i:he specific sub"test 
questions. 
The Slosson Intellii:ence 'l'es~ (SIT) (19G::5) wds de::;igned as a short 
individual screening instrument 11nd consists of ci. number of questions 
arranged in appropriate chronological order of difficulty. Testing be-
gins with the stimulus i te!ll one year be low the sub,ject' s chronological 
age and is discontinued when a basal and ceiling have been established. 
The test yields a raw score, which can he converted into two types of 
clerived scores: 1) Mental Ability and·2) Intelligence Quoti:mt. 
Test Administration 
During the first three months of the school ye<lr 19/lj-75, the 
Slosson Intelligence Test (SIT} (1963) and portions of the Daberon 
(1972) were administered to each subject. The examiner and child sat 
at a i:.ahle in a well-lighted, quiet room. ·fhe SIT was adn1ini:::t0red 
first to each child. Selected gf!neral knowledge and categorization 
i terns from the Daberon ·were then administered with the exau·iner rer.:d ing 
the t.esL stimuli as they appeared in the test manual a!ltl rnarkin~ the 
11ppr0priate boxes on the score 3heet according to the follow:in~ ~ode: 
H-corr·~ct; W.-ineorrect; N-no response; 1-inappropr iate respcnsc-. Ac-
cording Lo the testing manua.l ~ an illar1-propriate response is one which 
h; neitlwr correct nor incorrect, i" nr.. echo of ·U1e question~ or ii:: Il•)t 
relw;,·a.at to the subject. Echoing helunr-1or, as defined by the ma!1ual 1 
is repeating Lbe last word or phrase sp0ken by the examiner. In order 
af;ked mo:-1~ thmi once .if ihe examiner thought ti:e child wa:s confused '.H' 
approximately Lwenty mim;tes. 
Data .'\nah'Bis _____ ,,. __ _ 
DaLa wer(' ariaJyzcd in terms of means, st.nnd<trd deviations, 
t-i.esi:.;:;~ chi squa:res, Fisher's Exact Test, and analysis.of v;uianu::, to 
determine if there w-cre <E1y- particuli.ir paLter:as ;:,f intra-- or inter-g1-ou_p 
respo1iscs on general knowledge and catt•gorization t:1i"ks. 
correct or incorr8ct. 
Chi square analys~)::; wer·~ l<sed to d~tcrmine i·.rhether any group 
missetl iml i.vidual test it.Ems :: ignifi;:antly mere •:if ten than other groups. 
H.esponse:s to general kn0wled~re items 12 to 30 were divid(•d into 
general and specific ans,l'ers and chi square ana:t.ysi s ",,-eis used to 1h:t-.er--
mine whether nny gronp emitted sig11ific:rnt.1y more ge112:cnl or SP•'!';ific 
The levc l of «igni f icancc chosell for rejec::T.ic.11 or acceptnrn:c d' 
the :mll hypoth~sis va::: •Jc!•)rm:incd at the ~;:: ... \.lj 1 1 .. . ... · e.-e ol coui:iaPnct'. 
CHAPTER IV 
BESliLTS AND DISCt.iSSION 
Resu l is 
The present st11dy sought to determine j f t:her,~ were any "cnl tur-
al" or economic level patterns of behavior in respmiJjflg to tasks in·-
volving categorizing pictures and recalling t,;!:neral knowledge. Snb-
tests for general knowledge and categorizatioa in the Daberor1 Schoo1 
Readiness Device_ (1972) were llsed to assess four major groups of ch.il-
d:ren: 1) lower-socioeconomic (SES) white; 2) lower-.socioeconomic i,SES) 
black; 3) middle-socioeconomic.: (SE:S) white; and '*) middle-sociceconc•w1c 
(SES) black children. There were e. total of thir'l;y general knowledg·~ 
and six categorization tasks on the respective Dnberon subtests. Rcfi~T 
to Appendix B for a coinple'Le description of these qw~stions. 
The null hypothe~es tested wer2: 
1. No statistically significant diff~rence exists between the 
total nwnbcr of concepts correctly identified by: a) lower-SES white, 
h) lower-SES black, c) middle-SI~S white, and d) middle-SES black sub-
jects. Results of chi square analysis, and analysis of variance (lahle 
I) slww~d lower- and middle-SES white subjects responded correctly wo.ce 
often than lower- and middle-SES black subject~ on combined general 
knowledge and categorization tasks. This was sign)ficant at the .05 
lf~vel; therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected. 
2. No statistje;ally significant response pat.t~nTi differences 
exist between SES groups in perforn::ing general lrnml'lcclge tasks on the 
Daheron. Results of chi square analysis showed lower- and middle-SES 
white subjects expressed general knmdedge tasks. utilizing general 
rather than specific concept responses more often i:lnn lower- and 
middle-SES black subjects. Thi<0 was signiLcant at the .05 level; 
therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected. 
TABLE I 
ANALYSIS OF VABJj\J\iCE RESULTS FOR GENERAL I\'NOWLEDGE 
AND CATEGORIZATION ·roTAL SCORES (N == 60) 
Source of 
Variance 
Race 
SES 
Interaction 
Within 
Total 
df 
1 
1 
56 
59 
Sum of Mean 
Squares Squares 
112.07 112.07 
.oo .oo 
1.07 1.07 
940.26 16.79 
1053. lto 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
F' Ratio 
6.67* 
.oo 
.06 
3. No statistically si~nificant rel~tionship exists between 
scores ea!·neJ. t:v all subjects 0!1 the Sl~~.9!~ Intell ig~nce Tes~ for Chi 1-
dren a!1d 1\dults (1963) and those scores ear.i~ed b~r all subjects on the 
selected i terns from +.J1e Jkheron SchorJ] Reudines:3 Device ( 1972). Resnl t.s 
of the Pearson's Product--J.iorner.t. Correl~tion statistical test shm,;erl a 
moderately hi;~h corrclat.io!: w<is evidPnccd ·wi tb a c;,rrelation coeffic .lent 
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vf .573. This was significant at the .01 level; therefore, the null 
hypothesis was rejected. 
The Daberon snbtes·( s were administered to fi.f Leen lower-SES 
white, fifteen lower-SES black, fifteen middle-SES white, and fifteen 
middle-SES black children~ ranging in age from five years to five years, 
eleven months, 1..,rith a mean age of five years, five ::10nths. Refer to 
Table II. The subject's socioeconomic status {SES) was determined on 
the basis of the U.S. Bureau of the 0ensus Working Paper NUP .... hc_:c 15, 
Methodology and Scorini;: of Soc j oecon?:nic .§ta tu~ ( 1963). 
TABLE II 
MEAN AGE OF EACH SOCIOECONOMIC 
GROUP INCLUDED IN S'ft'DY 
Socioeconomic Group 
Lower-SES black 
Lower-SES white 
Middle-SES black 
Middle-SES white 
Mean 
Chronological 
Age 
5.6 
5.4 
5.5 
5.4 
In order to detenGine if there were significant differences be-
tween SES groups on total nrur.ber of Dab~.E_'.~ gPneral knowledge tasks cor-. 
rectly ans,,·ered, the mean and standard deviation (S.D.) were calculntefl. 
Refer to 'I'ab le III for the tota 1 number of gener:il knowledge tasks cor-
rectly identified within each SES group. 1'he mean i;Pneral knowledge 
TABLE III 
GF.1\<'ERAL KNOWI,EDGE SCORES* ACHIEVED BY THE FOTJR MAJOR SOCIOECON"OMIC GROUPS 
INCUJDING MEAN .AND S.D. 
SES Group Subjects and Gorrect Responses 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ,.., 8 9 10 11 I 
Lower-SES white 26 30 ~~9 27 29 23 26 27 30 29 28 
Lower-SES bluck 29 27 28 21 29 30 27 14 26 27 15 
Middle--SES white ')0 
-j 26 29 30 29 26 30 29 30 28 21 
Middle-SES black 29 26 27 23 26 14 25 2l1 30 20 24 
*Total score possible: 30. 
-
-
12 13 14 
28 30 30 
21 25 27 
27 29 25 
22 25 30 
-x S.D. 
15 
22 27.60 2.42 
2l1 211. 40 Ji. il: 
30 :.n.87 2.42 
28 211. 93 j. (i!} 
__________ ...... _.._ 
'vl 
i4:"• 
scores ranged from 27.86 for middle-SES white i:~ulJjcci;s to 24.liO for 
lower-SES black subjects. To determine if the differences in means 
were statistically significants !-tests were performed on the four SES 
groups. The values of the ! appear in Table IV and indicate no statis-
tical significance between lower-black vs. m]ddle-hlack SES groups, 
middle-white vs. lower-white SES grou11s, and middle-· black vs. tower-
white SES groups. 'l'hree groups~ however, revealed n significant differ-
TABLE IV 
VALUES OF t RELATIVE TO GENERAL KNOWLEDGE scom;;s FOH 
COMPARISON WITH RACE AND SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS 
Socioeconomic Group Mean S.D. t df 
Middle-SES white> 27.87 2.42 
vs. 0.31 28 
Lower-SES •'ilnte 26.Go 2.4:2 
Lower-SES black 2'1.40 4. 711 
vs. 0.30 28 
Middle-SES 1)lack 211. 93 5.19 
~fiddle-SES black !24. 93 5. ~ 9 
vs. :l. 75 28 
Middle-SES white 27.60 2.42 
Lower-SES black 24.40 4.74 
vs. 2. 53-x- 28 
Middle-SES white 27.87 2. '~2 
Middl •:-SES black 24.93 5. :l 9 
vs. 2.0!1* 28 
Lower--SES white 27.87 2~ !i2 
Lo":er-SES black 24. !10 '* . '7 !1 
vs. 2. 3/t* 28 
LowP-r-SES whi Le 27,60 2. l12 
---
'*Significant aL the . 05 lcveJ • 
enc0 at the .O'.; J.~vel oJ s:ig1dficance on a two--L::d12rl tPst: lower-
bl:ick vs. mirldle-\\'hHe SES, _!:_--value of 2.53; mid1H("-black vs. middh·-
white SES, t·-'.'uhw of 2.04; and lower-hlack vs. lower-white SES, !-
Yalue of 2.34. These rPsul ts :indicate th~.t lo,,er- and middle--SES white 
subjects answered correctly Eignificantly more general knowledge tasks 
than lower- and middle-SES black suujccts. Table V summarizes tl:e 
total number of correet responses by each SES group with an N of 15 on 
the thirty general knowledge and six catcgorizat:ion subtest tasks of 
the Daberon. 
Ir;.dividui'.tl Subtest Items. A..'1. analyEis of individual general 
h11owlt:dgE tasks on ·Uw Daberon was conducted by using the chi square 
analysis, and indicated a statistical signifjcant Jjffere11ce at the .05 
level between ethnic and SES group responses. See Table V. The items 
identified incr;rrectly more often by black-SES subjects than white-SES 
subjeci:.s were 6, 7 1 8, and 26. In comparing lower- and middle-SES 
black and white sub.]ects, a significantly greater proportion of lower-
and middle-SES white subjects answered item 7 correctly. See Table VI. 
Alt.hough items 6, 8, and 26 did not show a stati~.tica1 significant dif-
ference between ethnic and SES groups a'L the .05 level, they ·Kere sig-
ni fie ant at the .10 1 evel of confidence. He fer 1·,o Table VI for a sum-
mary of the chi square analysis on items 6, 7, 8, and 26. 
_Pat.terns of Response. The final area ev<tlua~Hl on general kn owl-
ed~;e tasks was patterns of response for items 12 through 30. Each item 
'"ar~ exhmined by using chi square analysiH to determine any evident pal-
terns of responses. The data collected on general knowledge concepts 
cvj denced a Rcparat inn between general and :~pee _i fie answers in regard 
TABLE V 
·~"'7 
-·· i 
NUMBEH OF SUBJECTS IN ALL SES GROUPS RESPONDING CORRECTLY Tu 
GEt'JEH!lL KNOWLEDGE AND f:ATEGORIZATIO?-; TASK~; ON THE DABERON 
Test Item 
G.K. Tasks 
----· 
l 
2 
-.: 
_, 
11 
5 
6 
7-lf: 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Cate~~ori za-
tio11 Tusk,; 
-------
1 
C) 
.... 
3 
l-; 
5 
6 
Lowel'·-1.\'11i te 
SES 
15 
15 
1lf 
15 
l!f 
13 
11 
10 
15 
15 
15 
15 
13 
15 
15 
14 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
13 
15 
8 
15 
11 
12 
9 
15 
15 
15 
15 
111 
1 l; 
__ ..... ,..,,__, ________ 
-X·Signi f !cant at the 
Lower-Black Middle-~1ite Middle-Black 
SES SES SES 
15 i5 15 
15 15 15 
H 14 15 
14 111 13 
11 j.l_t 12 
8 12 11 
3 10 2 
5 9 l: 
15 15 14 
1/i 14 11 
15 15 15 
13 14 15 
12 15 12 
15 15 13 
14 15 111 
11.io 14 15 
14 111 15 
15 15 15 
13 15 13 
15 15 15 
15 15 15 
15 15 J5 
14 14 15 
111 15 1.f 
10 :l5 12 
8 12 7 
13 15 14 
11 11 8 
12 13 13 
10 10 11 
14 15 15 
14 1!1 15 
14 1 !1 15 
14 13 15 
14 13 14 
13 12 15 
·------ ·----·--
• 05 level • 
TABLE VI 
GfilJERAL KNOWiiEDGE QUESTIONS SHOWING A :OIF'PERENCE BETWEEN RACIAL AND SES GROUPS TESTED 
Socioeconomic Group G .. K. Ques-
tion Number 
Chi Squa:i:·e 
(ldf) 
L'.)1•'er-SES white 
vs. 6 2.110 
Lowex·-SES ldacl{ 
Lower-SES whi -l;e 
vs. 7 8.58-·'-'* 
Lower-SES block 
Nidd 1 e-.SES white 
V8. 7 8.90** 
Middle-SES black 
Middlc-SE8 white 
t.,r;..; ,, '") 6.64** I 
Lo"'A'er-SES black-
Lower--SES white 
vs. 7 3.s5x-
Middle-SES black 
17 .36-""** Bla~ks vs. whites ,., 
' 
_ ......_____ .. 
*Signif ic(lnt at the . 05 level. 
+-Y.·Significant at the .01 level. 
+:-lH<-Signifi cant at the .001 level. 
Socioeconomic Group 
I Lower-SES vs. I Middle-SES 
Lower.-SES white 
I 
vs .. 
I,ower-SES black 
I 1'1idd1 e-SES white I 
vs. 
Middle-SES black 
I I Middle-SES white vs. 
'l Middle-SES black I! Middle-SES white vs. ii Lower-SES black 
! 
- I 
G.K. Ques-
tion Number 
7 
8 
8 
26 
26 
Chi Square 
(1di') 
.28 
3.32 
3.40 
3.60 
2.40 
----
\,,.N 
0) 
39 
to the total ;;oncept. Fo1· a summary of this informa Lion refer to Table 
VII. General concept answers ·were considered to be, conceptually ori-
ented end expressed ~.he overall meaning of the concepts presented in 
the general knowledge items. Specific concept answerg relied heavily 
on explicit meanings ancl did nut express the overall n:eaning of the 
concept. Refer to Appendjx C for examples of general and specific re-
sponses. 
An analysis of general m•d specific concept responses of the total 
population on all general knowledge question~ :revealed lower- and 
middle-SES black subjects ased specific responses significantly more 
ofto1 than lcwer- and middle-SES white subjects. See Table VIII. In 
comparing lower- with middle-SES black subjects and lower- with middle-
SES white subjects on their general and specific responses on general 
knowledge tasks, by using the chi square analysis and Fisher's Exact 
Test, it was fonnd that four items tended to uiscriminate betwet~n the 
four SES groups: items 16, 18, 22, and 23. When lower-- and middle-SES 
black and lower- and middle-SES white subjects vere cornpured on item 16, 
a significaatly greater proportion of the whi tc subj~cts ans1,·ered this 
item with ge11eral concept responses. See Table IX. Results for item 
l8 ('l'able X) indicate the middle-SES whit~! ~ubji:cts answered this ii.em, 
using t,?;eneral c.:>ncept responses, ~ignificant.ly more oftea at the .01) 
level tlw.n middle-SES 1>lar:k subjectE'• The tower-SES white subjects and 
lower-SES black subjects Jid no~ show a significant difference on this 
it.em Hncl iudicated a tenJen':f t;.1 an:c,1>er wi ~.h approximatt>ly the same 
nmnlwr of genercll E.nd specific re spouses. V.1wn i.ota"t black and whi t.c 
popuL:1 Lions '~'(.>re e ompared on i tf:m 22, the \:hi -Le suh jec ts omitted mnrP. 
TABLE YII 
TOTAL :NU}ffiEH OF CORHEC'f GEN-:EHAL vs. SPECIFIC cmJCEPT RI<:SPONSES 
ON GENERAL K.'\"OWLEDC.E TASKS BY ALL RACIAL Al\Ifi SES GROUPS 
G.K. Lower-SES Lower-SES Mj rld le-SES Middle-SES 
Question White Blach. W11ite Black 
Nw11be1· G /<;;: en. ._.pee. Gen./Spec. Gen ./Spec. Gen./Spcc. 
12 13 4 12 l! 14 1 15 3 
13 9 6 10 4 12 4 9 7 
14 Vt 1 16 0 15 0 13 4 
15 13 4 10 17 14 2 9 .., i 
16 9 7 5 9 12 3 l1 11 
17 14 3 12 3 13 4 13 5 
18 12 3 11 4 14 i 9 6 
19 9 6 4 9 13 2 8 5 
20 11i 2 12 4 15 3 15 0 
21 15 0 13 2 15 1 13 3 
22 3 10 0 16 5 9 0 15 
23 9 7 8 7 12 2 6 10 
24 14 1 11 6 12 5 9 7 
'>"> 
-... 
15 0 12 3 15 0 11 2 
26 2 9 0 12 3 11 0 12 
~r _, 15 0 14 4 15 0 14 1 
28 9 5 7 8 7 6- 5 8 
29 8 6 11 5 7 10 8 6 
30 7 7 5 6 4 10 6 8 
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TABLE VIII 
RESULTS OF TOTAL POPUI.A'T'ION ON ALL GEYER.AL K}..JOWLEDGE 
QUESTIONS WHICI:l REQUillli GDJ£R,l,.L OH SPECIFIC 
CONCEPT RESPONSES 
------------· 
Socioeconomic Group 
Lower-SES black 
vs. 
Lower-SES white 
Middle-SES white 
vs. 
Middle-SES black 
Lower-SES white 
vs. 
Middle-SES whi.te 
Lower-SES black 
vs. 
Middle-SES black 
Geueral 
Response 
173 
203 
217 
167 
203 
217 
173 
167 
Specific 
Hesponse 
113 
81 
711 
120 
81 
74 
1.!..3 
120 
**Significant at the .01 level. 
***Significant at the .001 level. 
Chi Square 
7.67** 
1.533 
0.165 
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'i'ABLE lX 
QUESTION 16~ 11\mAT DOES A DEN'l'TST DO'?" 
GENEHAL AND SPIX: rrrc cm~CEPT 
EXPRESSION 
Socioeconomic Group General Spccif:ic 
. Middle-SES black 4 11 
\TS• 
Middle-SES white 12 3 
Lower-SES black 5 9 
vs. 
Middle-SES white 12 3 
Middle-SES black Ii 11 
vs. 
Lower·-SES white 8 7 
Lower-SES black 5 9 
vs. 
Lower-SES white 8 7 
Middle-SES white 12 3 
vs. 
Lower-SES ~vhi te 8 7 
Lower-SES black 5 9 
vs. 
Middle-SES black 4 11 
*Significc.nt at the .05 level. 
**Significant at the .01 level. 
Chi Square 
(1df) 
8.53** 
6.1)** 
3.86* 
0.92 
2.40 
.28 
TABLE X 
QUES1'ION 18, 11WHA.'11 DO YOU DO WHEN YOU ARE HUNGRY'?" 
GEi.~ER.AL .A.t.:D SPECIFIC CONCEPT E.,'\PitESSIDN 
Socioeconomic Group General Specific Fisher's Chi Square 
Exact (1df) 
Middle-SES black 9 6 
vs. 0 .Ol10-* 
Middle-SES whih 14 1 
Lower-SES black 11 4 
vs. 0.165 
Middle-SES white 14 1 
Middle-SES black 9 6 
vs. 1.4 
Lower-SES white 12 3 
LowP.r-SES black 11 4 
. vs. .19 
Lower-SES white 12 3 
Lower-SES black 1:l 4 
vs. 0.65 
Middle-SES black 9 6 
Lower-SES white 12 3 
vs. 0.299 
Middle-SES white 14 t 
*Significant at the 0.05 level. 
general concept response:3 than the black subjects and this was signifi·-
cant at the .05 level. These results are provided on Table XI. The 
TABLE XI 
QlJES1;TC•N '!2 ~ nv,Tu\ 1' IS A KEY FOR?" 
GENElii\.L Ai\;IJ SPECIFIC CONCEPT 
EXPRESS TON 
Socioeconomic Group General Specific 
Total black population 0 31 
vs. 
Total white population 8 19 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
Fisher's 
Exact 
O.i2* 
results for item 23 shown on Table XII revealed mjddle-SES white sub-
jects used general concept answers more often than middle-SES black sub-
jects. This was at the .01 level of significance. Results further in-
dicated the middle-SES white subjects responded with relatively more 
general concept answers than lower-SES white and black subjects. 'f·his 
was significant at the .10 level and the null hypothesis was rejected; 
however, this does reveal a tendency toward the .05 level of signifi-
cance. 
Ca tegori ·;>,at ion 
Refer to Table IV for the complete lisi.ing of categorization 
tasks correctly identified by each subject. To determine if there were 
significant differences hr.tween SES groups on total number of Dabc:1on 
categorization tasks correctly answered, the ruenn a11d standard deviation 
Z.5 
TABLE XII 
QUESTION 0~··· -~_1, "i~'HAT IS _·\2'-7 Ev!11HELLA FOH?': 
GENBliJ\1 AND SP.CCIFJC CONCEPT 
EXPRESS 10~..J' 
----· 
Socioeconomic Group Gt!neral Spt:cific Chi Square 
-------
!.fiddle-SES black 6 10 
vs. 7. 23*·><-
Middle-SES ·white 12 2 
Middle-SES white 12 2 
vs. 3.09 
Lower-SES white 9 7 
Lower-SES black 8 7 
vs. 0.09 
I,ower-SES white 9 7 
Lower-SES black 8 7 
vs. 0.79 
Middle-SES black 6 10 
Lower-SES black 8 7 
vs. 3.55 
Middle-SES white 12 2 
Middle-SES blnck 6 10 
vs. 1. .85 
Lower-SES white 9 7 
**Significant at the .Ol level. 
(S.D.) were calculated. See Table XIII. The mean categorization scores 
ranged from 5.93 (middle-SES bla.ck) to 5.40 (middle-SES white). In 
determining if there were significant differences in scores between SES 
groups, _!_-tests were applied. No significant difference was noted be-
tween socioeconomic status or racial groups at the .05 level of signifi-
cance on a two-tailed test. Refer to Table XIV. The only group whi.ch 
approxim:ited thf' .05 level of significance were midcllc-SES white vs. 
TABLE XIII 
MEtJ~S Ai\'D STANit\RD DEYTATIONS YOH. J\Ll.i 
RACIAL AND SOCIOECiJI.;'G;-.!IC GROUPS 
ON CA'IEGORIZAT JON~·:- TASKS 
-Soc ioec on0mic Group x S.D. 
Lower-SES white 5.87 0.05 
Lower-SES black 5.53 l.20 
Middle-SES white 5.40 1.111 
Middle-SES black 5.93 2. l19 
*Total score possible: 6. 
TABLE XIV 
VALU'.6S OF t RELATIVE TO CATEGORIZATION SCORES 
FOR Tffi~ COMPARISON OF RACE AXD 
SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS 
-Socioeconomic Group S.D. t x 
-
Middle-SES white 5.40 1.41 
vs. 1.116 
Lower-SBS white 5.87 0.05 
Middle-SES black 5.93 2.49 
vs. 1.~7 
Lower-SES black 5.53 1.20 
Middle-SES white 5.110 1.41 
vs. 1.76 
Middle-SES black 5.93 2.49 
I,ower-SES white 5.87 O.O'J 
·vs. 0. 311 
Lower-SES black 5.61 1.20 
*Significant uL th~ • 05 level • 
46 
df 
10 
10 
10 
10 
47 
middle-SES black gr•'lups. Th·~ resultr; .:3how a t-value of 1. 76~ which is 
significant at i.he .10 level, and in.licate midd.l·~-SES black subjects 
tended to answ~r more cat0gorizatiun tasks ~orrect1y than middle-SES 
white subjects. 
Intelligence Correlation 
To determine the relationship between the ~hildren's intelligence 
quotients (IQ) as measured by the Slosson Intelligenee Test for Children 
and Adults and. the Daberon general knowlcdgP and t:at.egorization subtest 
scores, a Pearson's Product-Momerrt Correlatim1 was calculated. The re-
sults indicated a moderately high correlation. between the scores with a 
correlation coefficient of .573 and a z-value of 11.40, which is signifi-· 
cant at the .01 level. 
Discussion 
The primary purpose of the study was to determine if there were 
any "cultural" or economic level patterns of behavior between four 
major groups of kindergarten-age children in responding to tasks in-
vo 1 ving categorizing pictures and ree;alling gener:il knowledge, m;ing 
subtcsts from the l~beron School Readiness Device. This study tested 
three null hypotheses, which >-·ill be d] Fcussed in this subsection. 
The first hypothesis tes"tecl ~ml subsequently rejected in this 1n-
vestigation was that no staiistieally significant difference exists be-
tween the total nmnber of gener£tl knowledge concepts correctly identi-
fied by: a) the lower-SES white, b) the lower-SES black, c) the ruirldle-
SES white 1 ::ind d) middle-SES hlack subjects. JlesulLs inuica:Led that 
when interaction of race h~ considered, 1 .. statistical significant dif. 
ference exists on general lmmdedge concepts correctly idei:,tifiecl on 
the Daberon. As shown on 1'able IV, •,:bite subjects correctly identified 
more concepts than l1lack subject.::;, and soc:ioeconornic status level did 
not appear a .factor :in the differenc~ noted. No significant differ~nce 
was noted, however, when the same lower- and mid.rlle-SES ethnic groups 
were compared. See Table lV. 
Social-class differences in regard to speech and language expres-
sion have been an a1'ea of concern, and over the past ten years much 
research has :r·esul ted. Cazden ( 1970) repori;ed from his study on school 
language problems of lower-class black and white children that social-
class differences were not significant enough to correlate with the lan-
guage problems seen in the classroom. It appeared e~hnic differences 
were a more significant factor in separating the two groups. Hany 
studies examining social-class differenci:>s in speech and language ex-
prcssion, however, found the middle-cl::iss children exceeding the lower-
class on a variety of tasks (Jones and McMillan, 1973; Jeruchimowics, 
1971; Gerber and Hertei, 1969; Hertzig et al., 1968; and Scholni(;k et 
al.~ 1968). For a review of these studies refer to Chapter II. In 
studies which iucluded race and socioeconomic status as independent 
H1riubles, results indicated that. race and SES \'1ere significant factors 
in ;;eparating the groups, with the middle-SES white and black subjects 
pPrfor::ning significantly better than lower-SES white and black subjects 
(Deutsch~ 1965; Entwj_sle, 1968; and Sitkei aud Heyer-s, 1969). The re-
sults of this study of k1nde!'garteH-age children from the Portland area 
in their expression of general knowledge concepts do not appear to agree 
with previously stated resea~cl1. In this study regarding correct or 
lr9 
incorrect resporwes to general knowledge concc>pts, race was the signif-
icant factor nnd not SES~ with the white population lierforrning signifi-
cantly better than the black population. A possible explanation for the 
results is suggested by previously mentioned research in Chapter II. It 
appearB that language typ:i_cal l)' spvken in the home of culturally d isad-
vantaged children, especially lower and middle-SES black children, has a 
tendency to be poor in context antl verbal expressi~n of thought (Gerber 
and He!~tel, 1969). It ha::i been stated by Howard et~. (1970) that 
children from lower-status families frequently Jack the environ.mental 
opportunities provided by higher-status families from which valuable 
academic foundations begin to form. Many questions chosen for the 
Daberon, according, to the manual, were based on the Gesell developmental 
norms for normal children. Appendix A summarizes the normal develop-
mental .skills of a five-year-old (Ilg aud Ames, 1972). Results of this 
study jndicate that the white subjects in the Portland area have had 
more experiences in relating to genera] knowledge concepts and, conse-
quently, are better able to correctly respond to these concepts. 
Individual general knowledge test item scores for each ethnic and 
SES level >>ere e:ompc:red for poe~~:'..ble statistical significanc-:e. As 
shown on Tobh· VI, fonr itPms at1pei-.1.red to sepira;;e cultural groups: 
item 6, ''Put your finger on the last one"; (.tern 7, •:p. . ..1.-L your finger on 
the second onc 11 ; item 8. HP..:t your finger on the next l:.o the lust one"; 
and item 26, "\'{hat is <J cw1.-L r.1ade out of?" Figure 1- illustrates how 
mnny sabjeci~ i11 ench athnic and SES group answered these items cor-
n•c tJ} , 'I'hn~e o.f tiir: i'unr i (•:•;,m i r:c,n rectly identifieu more often by 
hladrn than whitee de<.<li· "ith 3patial relat.ion"1 (iten18 6, 7, arid 8). 
The subjects were required to ihdicatc 1 by pointing, ~1ich child in a 
picture of five children in a row appronchiag a doorway, correctly 
represented the spatial concept being asked. Item 7 cvirlen~ed the 
strongest significant difference between ethnic groups, showing lower-
and middle-SES white :mbject~; perfon1ing sig:nificuntly better than 
lower- ~nd middle-SES black subjects. No ~ignificanL difference was 
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General Knowledgi:: Items 
Pigu1·e 1. General knowledge items showing a difference 
between ethnic groupt; correctly respoudi1~g to these i terns. 
1wtcd 1vhen lower-SE~ subjects wi:>re cornp::;rcd to middle-SES subjects. 
SigniJic::,nt uifferences were 11otc:d only wheu blacks were compared to 
whites, v. ith the white subjcct3 p~rfurrnin~: Bignificantly better. It 
appears that kindergarten-age "·hite children can understand and relate 
to spatial relationsl1ips significantly more correctly than black kinder-
gnrten-uge children. Responses between ethnic and SES groups to items 
6, 8, anJ 26 did not show a stai.istical significance; however, responses 
evidenced a sirong tendency toward approaching the .05 level of signif-
icance, wjth white subjects responding rnorP t'orrN:tly than black sah-
jects~ as shma1 in Figure 1. These results suggest that spatially re-
lated concepts such as first, last, second, and next to the last, pos-
sibly are cxp.n;ssed more often or specifically t;::.ugh-L in white homes 
than in black lwrnes. 
All subjects app0arcd to ha\.Te difficulty answering items 28, 29, 
and 30 ~ in ":hi ch they were asked to tell how a spoon and a shoe, a bird 
and a dog, and wood and glass are different. See Table V. The Daberon 
manual states that these are six-ye<!r-oltl items rmd require the subject 
to use a rather high level of abstraction to ans~ver correctly. White 
subjects performed slightly better than black s"Ub,jecis on these items. 
The results tend to support Dernstein's (1961) theory, previously stated 
in Chapter II, regarding elaborate and restricted linguistic code sys-
terns. His research concluded culturally :tdvuntuged children tend to 
fm1ction within an elaborate code system and a.re able to verbalize ab-
sb·actions significantly be-Lter than culturally disadvantaged children, 
who interact within a rest,ricted code system. 
'l'he secoud hypothesis tested &ml sub8equently rejected was that 
the four £>tlmic and SES groups reveal no statistically significant tlif-
ference in response pattern$ to general knowledge and categorization 
tasks on LhP Dabcron. The response to items 12 through 30 could be 
scored correct or incorrect and he further divided into a general or 
sµecific answer within thP genf'ral concept. Bernstein's (1961) theory 
on restricted and elaborate code systems was used as a guide in class-
'f 'l r·l a•1~ "Jlecif'~c ~11-wn1·~ The rr,n11cr·al ar,·s~ers were consid-1. yH g; gene .t .. u :::; ~ .. ... ..,, " "'. .., - . -
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ered conceptually oriented, expressed the overall meaning of tlie con-
cept, and did uot utilize explicit meaning within tltc total concept. 
The specific concept answers represented more of a restricted code or 
lingui~tic system, were more socially than conceptually oriented, and 
relied heavily ofi explicit meanings and not the overall meaning of the 
concept.. For example, a general conceptual response to ques·Lio11 ·23, 
"w'bat is an umbrella for?" would refer to the person's overall protec-
tion from the rain, and specific conceptual responses would ~efer to 
protection of certain parts of the body, i.e., head, hair, and clothes, 
from the rain. 
This analysis of patterns of response8 does not evaluate answers 
as right or wrong but only if the items were answered with a general or 
specifi~ expression of the concept. Questions could, therefore, be 
answered wi i;h n speci fie conceptual response and still be considered 
correct; also, questions i;oi.~ld be answered with both a specific and gen-
eral conceptual response. 
An analysis of the total general and specific co11cept expressi1Jn 
resul Ls ('l'able X) revealed a statistically significant difference be-
tween ethnic gi·onps, but not SES level. White subjects answered sig-
nificanTly more items with a general concept-type response than black 
.mh.jcc t:.:~. 
A ;:;taiis+.ical analysis of individnal gcne•:al knowledge tasks (12 
throug;h 30) was ccnduc ted to determine if any iteme s ig;nificantly sepa-
rated ethnic or SES levels in regard to how they •~·f're answered. Resnlts 
reYealed four items (16, 18, 22, and 23) showed a significant diff(·rencP 
bet~een general or specific couccptual expression. Figure 2 illustrates 
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general and specific types of responses. 
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how many subje~ts in each et~1ic and SES group answered these items 
correctly. Req10nses to item 16, "What does a dl~11ti~<t do?" revc·alecl 
the greatest statistically signi.ficaJ1 t difference between cultural or 
ethnic groups, with middle-SES white suh.jects emit ting significantly 
morl' glmeral concept answers -Lhan middle-SES black suhjec ts. Generally 
speaking, on this item wlii.t.e subjects re:spomled with significantly r.wre 
general concept-type responses than black s11lJjects. These results fur-
ther appear to indicate a signi.f'icant difference ia :per.f ormance between 
ethnic groups 1:mt not between SES level. Responses to item 18, "What do 
you do when you are hungry? 11 revealed no significant difference between 
lower-SES white and lower-SES black suhjecto;. Middle-SES white sub-
jects, however, answered this item with significantly more general ~on­
cept answers than middle-SES black subjects. This item showed a tendency 
to significantly separate middle-cJ.ass ctlmic groups. In answering item 
22, "W'nat is a key for?" all grou;>s tended to answer with specific con-
cept responses; however, white subjects were shown to emit sign.i.ficantly 
more general concept responses than black subjects. Finally, ste,tisti-
cal significant difference between groups -was found in answers to item 
23, "wbat is an umbrella for?" Middle-SES white subjects emitted more 
general concept responses than middle-SES black subjects. A sunnnary of 
all general knowledge questions and how they were answered (Table VIII), 
reYeals white subjec+,s, especially middle-SES white subjects, emitted 
significantly mare general conceptual 1'.'esponses than-black subjects. 
Bernstein (1961) noted that by virtue of class relationship or as a re-
sult of common occupat~onal f 1.mction and social class, social groups 
tend t.o develop strong communal bonds. lfo further classified these 
comn11mal bonds :into twc gencrul Lypes of ling1!istic code systems (re-
stricted and elaborate) which can be developed within a society. Dern-
stein believed a chjld's langu.Hge is maiqi_air;ed prirna:r.ily through the 
process of developing linguistic relations before the child re&ches the 
classroom. These linguistj~ code patterns, previous:y outlined in 
Chapter II, can be se(n in the black and white subjects 111 this study. 
Generally speaking, white subjects appeared to function within an elabo-
rate code system which does not rely on implicit meanings and utilizes 
higher level ahstract thinking, whereas black subject8 appenred to func-
tion with the restricted code system, relying heavily on implicit mean-
ing. For example, in item 22, "What is a key for?" black subjects 
responded in reference to locking or unlocking specific it.e111s, such as 
a door or a garage, as compared to a significant number of white sub-
jects responding with the general concept of the key serving to lock or 
1u1]ock without reference Lo a specific item involved with the key. 
These results also tend t.o support Williams and Naremore (1969) study 
in which they found middle-Sl'~S white children utilj ze more elaborate 
re:::ponses when asked to Jescribe or talk about certain topics than 
lower-.SES white subjects. The present study, unlike that of Williams 
urHi ~i:lremore, utilized both black and white children from lower- and 
middle-SES levr.ls. The significant differe11ce note:d in use of general 
vs. specific concepts resulted in an ei:lmic rather than SES difference. 
It would appear the white children in this study havP been exposed more 
to an elaborate-type code lingui~Lic system i11 ihe howc and are, there-
fore, better able to express thoughts verbally utilizing this type of 
linguistic codt>. The black subjects repres·ented in t.his study, however, 
responrled significantly nore efLen uh lizi11r-: a r'!str:;cted code sysi,ern 
which could be CO!lS ide;·ed reflc8ti ve of the type of l lnguistic code 
system evolving from their home. 
Categorization respon::,es :revealed no i:;igiiifica11t difference be-
tween ethnic ''r SES level. l'igure 3 illustrates how many subjects in 
·each ethnic an:i SES group responded correctly to categorization tasks en 
the Daberon. Although categor:ization responses did not require general 
or specific ans\<;ers, items 4, '.), and 6, which required the subjects to 
name the category represented by the picture, showed a difference in how 
many responses it took the subject to respond correctly. If the sub-
jects did not answer the first time or started naming individual pictures 
under the general concept, the examiner was permitted Lo ask again which 
general ·category the pictures represented. In reviewing the munber of 
times each subject was asked to name a category, it was noted tha·i~ seven 
of the fifteen middle-SES black subjects were asked aguin to name the 
category "food" and correctly responded, whereas only two of the fifteen 
middle-class white, two of the fifteen lowe:.r-class black, and one of tlie 
fif·teen lower-class white subjects were asked twice what category the 
pictures represented and correctly responded. Generally speaking;, the 
!."Uhjects who were asked a second time tended to nam!; the individual pic-
tures on the first response as opposed to naming ~he general concept. 
White subjects nn.med the general concept on the first response to th'' 
categorization question more frequently than did black subjects. This 
evidence appears to further support Bernstein's (1961) restricted and 
elaborate code theory and also further supporb; the resuJ t,3 of si.;bject 's 
respons~s to genernl knowledge u2ing general or specific answers. The 
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catego!·ization questions jnvolved three busic concept areas: food, 
clothing, and .:m:i.mals. This examjner reels that tl;ese co11cPpts are very 
lmsic and po;·;' ;lil:.r every child, black or white, cm:1c~s in coHtact and 
becomes fand i · with each one. This possibly could expla.in why there 
was no sigm i "tL difference between ethnic ::>r r,-,cial groups. 
The thi1 : hypothes:is te;steti and rejected :in this iuvestigatiou 
was that no statistically sir;niJicant relationship exists between scores 
earned by all subjects on the Slosson Intcllirrenc2 Test for CJ1:ildren and 
Adults and thos~ score.::; earned by al 1 ::;ubjects on general knmvledge and 
categorization subtests of the Duberon. Results of the Pearson's 
Product-Moment Correlation indicate the degree of relationship was sta-
tistically significant, revealing a moderately strong relationship be-
tween the Daberon sul>test scores and the Slosson scores. The results 
appear to suggest that a child's abilit,y to function in the areas of 
general knowledge and categorization correlate positively with the5.r 
general intelligence. General intelligence is, therefore, reflected in 
the range of an individual's information &ud his ability to discriminate 
with and between categories. 
CHAPTER. V 
SUMMARY Af..11) IMPLICATION 
Sununary 
'fhis study sought to determine if there are any "cultural 11 or 
eeonornic level patterns of behavior in responding to tasks involving 
categorizing pictures and recalling general knowledge. The D::i.heron 
School HeadinPss Device (1972), which contains subtests for general 
lmowleuge and categorization, was used to assess four groups of chil-
dren: 1) lo'•er-SES white, 2) lower-SES black, 3) middle-SES white, and 
~) middle-SES black. The study involved thirty black and thirty white 
children between the ages of five years and five yearsj eleven months. 
All subjects were screened to determine race, age, auditory acuity, 
speech intelligibility, subject cooperation, and socioeconomic status 
(s.,E~) :::> ~ • TP.:.;;ting fer intelligence was perforrr:ed at tbe beginning of the 
testing situation. 
The stuLly was des:i_gned to determine whether one ethnic or SES 
level group would correctly :icl<:>.ntify significantly more general knowl--
'~d~e <ind/o:c ·~ategor:ization 1.tems on the Dah\?l'~~ th<:>rt other etlmic and 
SES g:roup~~. _F'urther, the :::tudy sought to determine i.~' there were any 
significant patterns evident between ethnic and SES group!" in the 1vay 
i.hey i·es?ondecl to 9;eneral knowledge ta:;:ks. Finally, the study wCJs con-
ductl"'d to determine ,.,-hether thc>re was any statisLically siguifiurnt i'P-
lat.ionship bet.ween scores carrit~d by all i:;uuj~)cts on t1w Slosson Intel Ii-
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ncsult;;; of the study indicate ".vhit(~ subjects C.Ul2\ff•red significant-
ly more general kno1:ledge taBks than black subjc,cts. Siguificant di f-
ferenccs '1lso we~e noted in patterns of responses Lo f;enPral knowle1lgc 
tasL";. White subjects responded significantly more often with g:enc·:·al 
concept-type responses as opposed to specific concept responses than 
bbiek i:P.1bjects. No statistical significance was nuted between ethnic 
and SES groups in responding to c;rtcgorization tasks. Finally. stat i :::>-
t:ical s.ignifi\'n1ice was present between Slorrnon In~i·lligence Te::!, scores 
and those scores earned on the general knowledge and categorization sub-
tests of tho Daberon School Readiness Device. These results indicate a 
positjve correlation betw~en a child!s ability to function in the area 
of general knowledge and categorization and his general illtelligence. 
It is postulated that factors which might influence Daberon gcncr-
al knowledge subtest scores and patterns o:f respo11ses an•: 1) the in-
fluence of linguistic systems within the child's home enviroo~ent and 
2) the subject's ability to respond by utilizing abstract thinking 
raih•)!· than by relying heavily on implicit ri;eaning. 
Imp_licutions for Clinic and Futiire Ileseard1 
Cl iniG 
The results of this study appear to indicate to classroom LencherH 
and/or Epeech cliniciarn; that th::- Dabcron could be util:i,,,et! to tlt•VJi-'~' 
lanirwl.g;e enricl1:11ent programs in an educational setti11g. Au importaui.. 
pa.ci.. l'l t.hi:..: enrie:h:neni: progrn11; sJ:.oul<l l:e basr•<l 011 11rov~~ding a u:ore 
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e]abora~c lin~uistic code system for disadvuntagc~ ~hilrlren, especially 
blach children. Bernstein (.1961) stated that in the white middle-class 
populaUon, one tends to find people functioning Kithin Loth the elabo-
rate and restricted code systems. This study revealed a significant 
proportion of die white population utiliz!?d an elaborate corlt> system in 
rt>~;poHiing to general lmowledg<? concepts, while the black population 
c:~ropc:ar~d to fnnc-tion within the res trieted .eode system. This investif~a-
-i,ar BHtJ:gests that people -..rho can function witl1in beth an elaborate and 
rpstrictt>(i code system will experience more mobility in the linguistic 
world. These people, therefore, will not be restricted to exist within 
a co:1fined environment which limit;; their mobility vithin the social 
structure of the society. 
Firn.lings of this investigatjon also may imply that memory span is 
an importa11t. eJ ement in utilizing general knmvledgc acquired in the 
school .setting. If -t.he child cannot process 'Cllla recall frorn memory 
general inJormatioa tanght in the classroom, his success in school might 
be- Ye:r-y 1 imi Led. Much of tod&y' s educational progra1nming depends npGn 
ihe ch:iJd's abil.ity to recall general knowl·~d~e. It., therefore, appears 
tha-r: early identification of melllory span competence is " uecessary u:r-ea 
of diagnostic evaluations or screening programs. 
Ifr·<.;ear·ch 
This jnvesti~at·n· snggc::;ts thAt further research uti.lizia~ th~ 
Dabero1: u L;o rn:i ~ht include a test for nieJ1ory sp:-.m. Different school-
, ' l C•P.::.· , 1d n-"-l1r i' c 1r· 0' ll.JC' n 0" I cl Lc· ll"' ed Re -..:1_.1-t ~ o-;' -1'-.he re .'-'earch :m j L.·.' h L CJ g: LI '11:..0 dL - ..__ 1, 1 , "' ._· c., . .- '- •·'-.. • •.> • • ~ < • ~ - ., r-
irnUcate a. relatiuns1iip LeL,v·ee11 pt·ovidin[£ geueral exp·~riences h1 the 
c J 112~~ro0m awl tJw child' u ~.Li L :i t:y to •stilizc these c.;xpcriencci::. 
Also, it is suggested t.hat a more extcnsivt> linguistic analysis 
be done on assessing the type~ or patterns of responses derived frnm 
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g1meral knowledge questic~ns. The Laura Lee Devclo~·ntal Sentence Sr:or-
_i_!~ instr'..llllcnt couJd lie utilized to accomplish a more in-depth investi-
gation of general and specific concept responses. Such analysis ~oulJ 
provide extensive information relative to the child's linguistic compe-
tence au~ ability to fw1ction within the total society. 
Another analysis which might be performed could assess a more 
exte!lsivr\ categorizution test. This investigator bt>lieves that the 
paJ11~ subtest for categorization is too limited in the scope of items 
provided to give a representative evaluation of the 3ubject's categori-
zatiou abilities. A further analysis of categorizat.ion abilities uti-
J izing .;chool-agcd subjects from varying ethnic and SES levels might 
provide data showing a significant difference between the groups inves-
tigateu. 
Finally, it iH felt that a different intelligence test should be 
utilized in further res0nrch assesfling kindergnrten-age children. The 
Slosson !:Htelligencl-) Test appP::ired to be an inadequate instrument for 
this age group, since the intelligence quotient scores were slightly 
C'levated for all ethnic a11cl SE~ groq>s evcl11ated. 
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APPENDIX A 
GE5ELL DEVELOPME.'lTAL PATTER:.~S FOR FIVE-YEA.H-01.D CHILDREN 
Five-Year-Olds 
The child is typically striving to be good. The child's health is 
generally very good. Most five-year-olds like to be close to their 
parents, like to be in the kitchen with mother talking with her, helping 
and working with he:c. The mother recognizes the child 1 s desire to please 
and enjoys ha..-ing her child around her. 
Perhaps no place can better provide five-year-old's needed expan-
sion than kindergarten. The child wants to be told v:hat to do. Fives 
do best in a morning session of school. The child is ready to do group 
activities and the new intellectual challenges that school provides. He 
knows his letters, in part at least, and he can count to twenty; he is 
alert to new words and repeatedly asks their meaning; he listens well 
and wants to carry out instructions. 
Five may appear shy when approached by an examiner in his class--
room and asked to come Rnd play games with her. He is ready for adven-
ture. The examiner reaciw:= a hand out to the chi Id and he usually 
responds in kind and this makes him feel more secure as he walks down 
the corridor with the examiner·. Most five-year-olds will give their age 
with ~ase, a few gesh~re the number with fingPrs, and sorne may need to 
cowit their fingers to arrive at their age. Thirty to forty percent of 
the childrPn k110K the month of their hirthday; the mu,jority simply say, 
"I don'~ kno,1, 11 when asked what month they were born in. The child ean 
usually tell you how old his brother or sister is antl thei:c names; how--
ever, one question at a time. He often thinks of h:i.s family size jn 
terms of includ:ing himself in the total figure. 
The fivt0-ycar-old is able to inl>ibit his approach to the paper a11u 
pencil which await him on the table. He is able to answer questione 
without being distracted by the paper and pencil. The child will pick 
up his pencil directly with his dominant hand, not picking it up first 
·with the non-dominant hand. an fl then transferring it to the dominan-t. 
hand. His grasp is usually an easy three-finger grasp near the tip of 
the pencil. He often confuses letters and numbers, and understands 
"print" better than "write. 11 A typical five-year-old can pt'int his 
first name but only a small percentage can print the whole last name. 
He may or may not know the names of the letters he prints and he prefers 
to print capital letters. He will often reverse some of his letters. 
In copying forms, he often names the form before he will draw it. Often 
he will tell you how he feels ubottt the form: "easy," "simple," or 
"kinda hard." The cc;nquest of a circle, cross, and square has been 
relatively mastered within the past two years even though the quality of 
response has changed with age. He has little difficulty naming common 
body parts, ar;d carrying ont single or double c omrnands. 
Five-and-a-half-vcar-Olds 
The cooperative fiv~-year-old is changing into a demanding, oppos-
:\r1g ehild. He tends to c0mbat force ·with force and by doing so only 
adds fuel to ihe fire. The child is gaining a new ability to stand up 
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for hi;m;elf. A child of Lld.s age is lr>s'5 J ikely to show the t~xtremes 
of his personality ai sc!iovl. Ile is lwginning to exru·ci::s himself more 
freely. His shy:11css has left hi!n and generally he u quite willi.n~ to 
drop what he is doing and go h'ith an examiner. His body now moves with 
a looseces~, having lost the stiffe1· erectness ch~rdcteristic of five. 
He slips into tl11:' chair at the examining table quite naturally and is 
ready and eager ·Lo do whatever he is asked. He defini-t,ely knows his 
age. He is beginning to grasp the iriea of a birthtlate, especially the 
month in which bis birthday occurs. He can tell you about his brothers 
and sisters, and accurately reports their ages and names. !fo c~m teJ 1 
you more about his father's occupation than "work," sllch as h1i hi, 
prints, makes something, etc. 
The writing posture is much tb~ same as when he wa3 five, with a 
good hold on i:he pencil and the free hand flat on the table. A high 
percentage of five-anrl-a-half--yenr-olds can priut, their name and over 
50 percent can print their last ncme 01- first initial of their last 
name. Typically you can still see ;:;orue reve"?.'sals and some ;,;ubsti tut ion~ 
but not as often as when the child was five. The five-and-a-half-year-
old has an easier time of copying forms; he can breeze through a circ:lP~ 
sqJ.are, triangle, cross, and ph1s. I-fo is beginning to write numbers but 
you will see many reversals in order and f:igHres. He has the ability to 
express emotion--tell how a picture of a child looks--sad or happy. He 
can name coll'JJJOn body parts and :inimals. Games the five-and-a-half-ycar-
old likes are varied; they likP to plBy with objccta and prefer gross 
motor activities outtlocrs. 
.APPENl) IX B 
lt\BERON GEN"'EilAL KNO\v'LFJ)GE Ai\JD CATEGORIZATION QUESTIONS 
General Knowledge 
1. What is your first name't 
•) 
.... What is your last name? 
3. Ho-w old are you? Fingers used 
---
li. Pnt. your finger on the one in the middle. (Examiner shows -~ a -l- 11- · \ pu1 ... uo.) 
5. Put ~TOllr finger on the first one. (Examiner shows picture.) 
6. Put your finger on the la1:3t one. f Exa.mincr \ shows picture.) 
7. Put your finger on the second one. (Examiner sho~vs . t \ pie ure.J 
8. Put your finger on the next to the last one. (Examiner shows 
picture.) 
9. \v11ich is bigger, a tree er a flower? 
10. Which is slower, a car or a bicycle? 
11. Which lS heavier, a stove or a sock? 
12. M1ere do we buy gas? 
l}. Where would vou 
,) find a CO"'tir? 
1'1. 'w110rn du you go to "\·v·hPl1 you are sick't 
15 .. lv11a ~ does a firenian r!o? 
16. What ;lo es a dentist do? 
17. Whut, do you do when you are sleicpy? 
"IB. What uo you do when you an~ lwng1·y'? 
19. \·,1mt do you do whe11 y•Ju <lIT thirsty? 
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20. What are hooks for? 
21. What is a stove for? 
22. What is a key for? 
23. What is an umbrella for? 
211. What are houses for? 
25. What is a chair made of? 
26. What is a coat made of? 
27. What is a hou~e made f? 0 • 
28. How are a spoon and a shoe different? 
29. How are a bird and a dog different? 
30. How are wood and glass different? 
Cat~egorization 
Match to ~opri.ate category 
1. Food. 
2. Clothing. 
j. Animals. 
Verbally de~gnate what general category pictures illustrate 
4.. Foorl. 
5. Cluthing. 
o. Animals. 
APPENDIX C 
EXAHPLES OF GK\1•:Il.:\L AND SPECifIC RESPONSES 'IO 
GENEHAL l\1WWLEDGE ITEMS 16, 18, :::2, A'.\lJ 23 
General Conc.~pt R~sponses 
Item 16: "What does a dentist do?" 
1. Fix your teeth. 
2. Examines your teeth. 
3. Examines and cleans your teeth. 
4. He fixes your teeth. 
5. Checks teeth aurl makes sure 
you don't have cavities. 
1. 
C) 
"'"'. 
3. 
4. 
Take 
they 
Pull 
Take 
out some of the teeth if 
are rotten. 
your t.eeth. 
out yonr teeth. 
Pull ont teeth and wash teeth 
and give yon a toy. 
5. 'fake off mw of your teeth ar,d 
put gold i.11 it. 
I tern 18: "Whu t do you do 1vhen you arc hungry?" 
1. Go eat. 
2. Eat. 
3. Get something ~o ~at. 
If. You eat. 
5. I eat something. 
Item 22: "What _;_s a key fur?" 
1. Locking. 
2. Ut.1ockjng. 
3. Starting a vehicle. 
4. Locking and unlocki111~· 
5, Locking, Hnlockjng, and 
starting. 
1. If we have some cookies, I get 
them. 
2. You just go to the store or 
fix lunch, dinner, o~ snack. 
::;. Hake a pPauut butter :::;andwjch. 
l1. Tell Da1ldy to buy french fried 
or tam bu q~er or something. 
5. Get up nnd fix breakfast. 
1. For you open your dour, or 
open your bnck trunk. 
2. Unlock a door. 
3. Open the garage or back Joo~. 
4. If you want to lock the door 
or unlock the door. 
'.). To open somebody door. 
General Concept Re~ponses 
Item 23: "What is an rnnbrella for?" 
1. }'or rain so can't get you soaked. 
2. To ke>ep the rajn off you when 
it's raining. 
3. Wher, it raining so won't get 
wet. 
4. Rainy days so you won't get 
soaking wet. 
5, To protect from rain. 
1. Keep i·ain f.f' 0 .I. head. 
C) So rain i\'OTl 1 t get on you with ... 
your new school cloLhes. 
3. For the rain not get on your 
hair. 
4. If hair pressed.--get umbrella. 
so hair won't get wet. 
5, To cover your head so your heatl 
won 1 t get wa·Ler en it when 
raining. 
